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Abstract 
We present a new and general approach for defining, understanding, and comput ing logic 
programming semantics. We consider disjunctive programs for generality, but our  results are 
still interesting if speciahzed to normal programs. Our  framework consists o f  two parts: (a) a 
semantical, where semantics are defined iu an abstract wz~y as the weakest semantics satisfying 
certain properties, arid (bJ a procedural, namely a bot tom-up query evaluation method based 
on operators working on conditional facts. As to (a), we concentrate in this paper on a partic- 
ular set o f  abstract properties (the most important being the unfolding or partial eraluation 
property GPPE)  and define a new sema,atics D-WFS,  which extends WFS and GCWA.  We 
also mention that various other semantics, like FittinT's romp3, Schlipf's WFSc,  Gel fond 
and Lifschitz" STABLE and Ross and Topor 's  WGCWA (also introduced independently by 
Rajasekar et aI. (A. Rajasekar, J. Lobo, J. Minker, Journal  o f  Automated Reasoning 5 
(1989)  293-307)), can be captured in our framework. In (b )we compute for any program P 
a residual program res(P), and show that res(P) is equivalent to the original program under 
very general condit ions on the semantics (which are satisfied, e.g., by the well-founded, stable, 
stationary, and static semantics). Many  queries with respect o these semantics can already be 
answered on the basis o f  the residual program. In fact, res(P) is complete for D-WFS,  WFS 
and GCWA.  © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Already ['or normal programs, ths-.re are quite a lot of Droposed semantics, but for 
disjunctive programs, the number of possibilities explodes (for an overview and com- 
parison, see Refs. [26,27] for normal,  and [28,7,32] for disjunctive progran~s). 
In this paper, we introduce a simple, but powerful framework for attall'-_.ing, defin- 
ing, and computing semantics based on elementary program transformations. For  in- 
stance, we require that if A appears in no rule head, then it should be possible to 
evaluate occurrences of not A by true, i.e. to delete not A from all rule bodies. For 
many semantics it is also possible to delete a tautolog'~cal rule like p ,--- p without 
changing the meaning of the program: 1his is essentially the step away from classical 
logic programming semantics (such as Clark's  completion [19] and its variants) to 
much stronger non-monotonic  (or deductive database) semantics (such as WFS 
and STABLE).  Other important  ransformations are unfolding (partial evaluation) 
and the evaluation of  negative body literals in trivial cases. 
Our  approach has semantical as well as computational consequences. With respect 
to semantics, our main results are: 
1. New characterizations of the stand~trd well-founded semantics [59] a:~ well as of  
the generalized closed world assumption GCWA [44] as the weakest seman'tics allow- 
ing our elementary transformations.  "Weakest"  is meant in the sense of  theg~r~forma - 
tion ordering: any ground literal whose truth value does not become obvious by our 
very simple transformat ions i undefined in the well-founded model. This shows 
again how natural WFS and GCWA art:. 
2. When we look at disjunctive programs, the same transformations allow us to 
define a disjunctive extension of the well-foundeo semantics, which we call D- 
WFS.  This disjunctive counterpart  of  WFS has good properties and a natural behav- 
iour, and allows some important  ransformations already by definition. 
3. While we exemplify this method for defining/characterizing semantics in depth 
only in the case of WFS/D-WFS,  it works also with other sets of  program transfor- 
mat ions or other definitions of  the universe of '~abstract semantics",  which we study. 
For example Fitt ing's 3-valued version comp3 of Ctark's  complet ion [37], Schlipf's 
well-founded by case semantics WFSc  [53], Gel fond and Lifschitz's STABLE 
[38,39] and Ross and Topor 's  WGCWA [38,39] can be captured with appropr iate 
transformat ion rules. 
We believe that many interesting results will be possible by applying our ideas in 
slightly modified frameworks. It is important  o look at the space of all possible ab- 
stract semantics, because otherwise it can 19e only by chance that we know certain 
semantics. There could be semantics with :much better properties, which are, how- 
ever, yet unknown.  
4. We also show that a subset of our transformations exactly characterizes those 
semantics which look only at the minimal models of  the given program, and not at 
its syntax. 
Our approach also contr ibutes to the computation of semantics. In particular we 
develop a botto, n-up computation of semantics al lowing our elementary transforma- 
tions: 
I. We show that a normal form. called ~:he residual program, can be constructed 
by our elementary transformations from every (disjunctive) logic program. The re- 
sidual program consists of  condit ional facts, i.e. ground rules without positive body 
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litera!s. Condit ional  facts result from delaying the negative body literals dur ing a 
bot tom-up evaluation of an allowed logic program (the delayed lite_~-als are at- 
tached as "condi t ions"  to the derived facts). Condit ional  facts have already been 
studied in Refs. [14,15,30,29,42] (for non-disjunctive programs). We especially gen- 
eralize the Te-operator and the reductions introduced by Bry to tl,~: disjunctive 
case. However, our main result is the relation of this bot tom-up computat ion 
to our elementary program transformations.  
2. A consequence of  this is that the residual program is equivalent o the original 
program for any semantics al lowing our elementary program transformations.  Be- 
sides the wellfounded semantics and our D-WFS,  for instance also the stable model 
semantics (for normal and disjunctive programs), the well-founded-by-case man- 
tics [53] as well as the static [49] and stat ionary [47] semantics atisfy this condit ion. 
For  every such semantics, the computat ion of the lesidual program can be a useful 
preprocessing step. because it is equivalent to the original program, but it is ground 
and contains no positive body iiterals (and usually very few negative body literals). 
In the case of WFS and D-WFS,  the truth value of  all ground atoms can be triv- 
ially decided based on the residual program: if there is a fact A ,-- true, A is true, and 
ifA does not occur in any rule head, A is false. All other ground atoms are undefined. 
For  other semantics, like the stable model semantics, only the few "is lands of  com- 
plexity" remain. They must be evaluated with other techniques. 
3. It also directly follows from our results that any semantics al lowing our trans- 
formations is not changed by adding atoms which are true in the weil-fomlded model 
(see Section 4.5). This is an important  property extensively used in the recent method 
of Niemel~i and Simons [46] for comput ing stable models, Because WFS is of  qua- 
dratic complexity, and therefore located one level below the stable semantics, this 
property tells us that first comput ing WFS does no harm to the set of stable models. 
It is a restricted form of cautious monotony which pays off from the computat ional  
viewpoint. See also Ref. [24]. 
4. A l though originally we developed our program transformations just for declar- 
ative purposes (we wanted a semantics to satisfy some natural condit ions) and used 
them to prove a completeness result with respect to our bottom-up procedure, it is 
also possible to apply them to a git, en program and compute  the normal  fo rm directly. 
This works because our calculus of  transformations i  conflttent and termitutting: the 
normal form is therefore uniquely terminated. This use of our transformations i
worked out in detail in Ref. [6], and we refer the reader to this article. 
Let us finally mention related work. Transformat ional  pproaches have been con- 
sidered in Refs. [31,18]. While in Ref. [31], abstract properties have been used only 
for speeding up query evaluation in Ref. [18], the main focus of  the program trans- 
formation is to make explicit possible uses of  disjunctive information, in Ref. [20], 
also a "'residual program" is computed, but this is done top-down,  and their process- 
ing of  the residual program is quite different. Partial evaluation (unfolding) has also 
been studied in Refs. [56,57]. 
Our paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, we first introduce an abstract no- 
tion of  logic programming semantics. Then we define the elementary program trans- 
formations which we use in this paper. We define our semantics D-WFS as the 
weakest ~bs;.,act semantics al lowing these transformation.  At the end of  Section 2, 
we explain that this method for defining and characterizing semantics is in fact much 
more general, and can be applied to other semantics as well. 
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In Section 3, we develop a bot tom-up  query evaluat ion algor i thm based on con- 
dit ional facts and the residual program. We also give an alternative characterizat ion 
of  the residual program whicia generalizes to infinite programs or programs with 
funct ion symbols. 
Section 4 contains our ma-~n results. We first show that the computed semantics i
indeed our abstractly characterized semantics D-WFS.  However,  we prove in fact 
much more, namely that the residual program can be reached from the original pro- 
gram by means of  our elementary transformat ions (it is the uniquely determined nor- 
mal form). This al lows to use the computat ion  of  the residual program as a 
preprocessing step for other  semantics as well. We also prove a nice characterizat ion 
of  the semantics al lowing a subset of  our t ransformat ions in terms of  minimal  mod-  
els. We conclude Section 4 with a proof  that it is possible to evaluate literals whose 
truth value is known in the wel l - founded model  also in any other  semantics al lowing 
our  transformations.  We claim that this is an important  property for comput ing sta- 
ble models more efficiently (as is well known,  comput ing  stable models is an NP- 
complete problem, therefore a really efficient, i.e. polynomial  a lgor i thm is unlikely 
to exist). However,  substantiat ing this claim will be subject to future research. 
In Section 5 we explain how D-WFS relates to various other  semantics. In partic- 
ular, we establish the equivalence to the classical wel l - founded semantics for non-dis- 
junct ive programs apd to the generalized closed world assumption for positive 
disjunctive programs. This shows that our results indeed give a nice characterizat ion 
of  the classical WFS. 
Computat iona l  properties are shortly discussed in Section 6. Finally, we give a 
short summary and an out look on future work in Section 7. Most  o f  the proofs have 
been given in Appendices A -D .  
2. Abstract semantics and transformations 
In this paper, we consider al lowed disjunctive DATALOG ~ programs over some 
fixed function-free finite signature ~. In fact, in the semantical part o f  this paper, we 
consider only the ground instantiat ion of  the programs, because we claim that any 
sensible semantics hould assign the same meaning  to a program P and its instant- 
iation ground(P). So the variables are seen only as a shorthand for denot ing round 
programs in a more  compact  way. This means that in the semantical part, we could 
as well have worked with proposit ional  programs. 
However,  in the computat iona l  part, it would be very inefficient o compute  first 
the ground instantiat ion of  the given program. Here we make use of  the al lowedness 
condit ion: e~er)" ~'ariable o f  the ,'ule must occur also in a positive bo4y literal. This 
guarantees that in every rule application, all variables are bound to a constant.  It 
is true that in th,;s way we again manage to consider only ground programs. But 
we do not consider the complete instantiat ion of  the program - only rule instances 
with possibly true body literais. We never consider a rule instance contain ing a pos- 
itive body literal which does not match any previously derived "condit ional  fact". 
Let us finally clarify the requirement that we work with a fixed finite function-free 
signature. 
I. The signature mu,~t be fixed, because our program transformations may change 
the set of  actually occurr ing symbols, but we wish to keep the syntactic base. 
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2. In some of  our theorems we need that the instantiated program is finite. Of  
course, this is an important  restriction, but it was very fruitful and has led to a very 
nice theory. 
3. Furthermore,  from a more practical viewpoint, we also have to avoid infinite 
loops. Note that for arbitrary first-order programs, even the wel l - founded semantics 
is highly undecidable (Fltt-complcte over the integers, see Ref. [54]). Therefore, we 
cannot  capture such a semantics with elementary and constructive transformation 
rules. 
For  the semantical part, our assumptions are not real restrictions: we have shown 
in Ref. [36] that our semantical f ramework can be generalized to arbitrary disjunctive 
first-order programs by introducing a non-construct ive Loop-Detect ion  Rule.  "IDis 
rule is also a t ransformat ion rule 3 but in contrast o the rules we consider here, test- 
ing whether  it can be applied to a particular program is not decidable (this is similar 
to local  strat i f iabi l i ty) .  
Even our bot tom-up  rocedure (to be introduced in the next section) is easily gen- 
eralized to handle infinite proposit ional  programs (see Section 3.3). Thus our as- 
sumpt ions can be seen as suitable properties to ensure feasible computat ions,  but 
not as essentially bui lt - in restrictions of  our overall f ramework.  
Definition 2.1 (Log ic  program) .  A logic program P is a finite set of  rules of  the form 
AI  V . . . V A~. ,--- Bi  A . . . A Bm A not  Cl A . . . A not C, ,  
where the Ai /B i /C i  are Z-atoms, k I> 1, m ~> 0, n t> 0, and every variable of  the rule 
appears in one of  the B; (a!lowedness). We identify such a rule with the triple consist- 
ing of  the sets of  atoms 
.,4 := {A, , . . . ,A~},  :~ : :  {BI , . . . ,B , . ,} ,  rE : :  {C, , . . . ,C ,} ,  
and write it as .el ,-- ~ A not :e~. The set of  ~dl logic programs over 2: will be denoted 
by LPz.  
Definition 2.2 ( Instant iat ion,  poss ib ly  true fac ts ) .  We write ground(P)  for the full 
instantiat ion of  P (with respect to Z) and heads(P)  for the set of  ground atoms 
occurr ing in rule heads in ground(P) .  
2.1. Log ic  programming semant ics  
Our definition of  a logic programming semantics i a very general one. We simply 
assume that a semantics maps every logic program into a set o f  pure ground disjunc- 
tions. We sometimes call these disjunctions deduced formulae, simply meaning that 
they follow under the semantics. 
This includes for instance "'model-theoretic semantics" such as the stable model  
semantics, which define a set o f  models for every logic program. We simply deduce 
those ground disjunct~ms Q which are true in all of  these models (sceptical view). 
Also, if a semantics assigns to every program a complet ion (i.e. a first-order theory), 
then we take the pure  d is f lmct ions which follow from this complet ion. Pure disjunc- 
To be precise, the rule operates on arbitrary infinite propositional programs. 
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t ions consist  e i ther  o f  only  posit ive or  o f  on ly  negat ive literals: there are no ~atoms 
and negat ive  fiterals at the salne t ime (no mixed dis iunct ions) .  
O f  course,  the quest ion  arises why  we are only interested in deduc ing  pure  ground 
d is junct ions:  
e First,  non-ground (universa l ly  quant i f ied)  fo rmulas  cannot  be deduced f rom al- 
l owed logic p rograms.  
* Second,  it is natura l  to ~lssurne that Qi A Q_, is impl ied if t~,nd only  if both,  Qi as 
well  as Q_,, are impl ied.  St5 a semant ics  has no f reedom to dec ide which (ground)  
con junct ions  are impl ied and  which  arc not.  
o However ,  for d is junct ions  it is possible that Q~ v Q, is impl ied,  but ne i ther  Qt nor  
Qz are impl ied.  There fore  it does not  suffice to look on ly  at impi ied ground liter- 
als. 
e Th i rd ,  we look on ly  a! pure d is junct ions  because we bel ieve that there is a differ- 
ence between a logic p rogramming system and an automat ic  theorem prover.  We 
do  not  want  to conc lude  impl ied rules, for instance,  but  we are interested to an-  
swer quer ies.  For  instance,  the STAT IC  semant ics  a l lows unfo ld ing  as long as 
we look only at the impl ied pure d is junct ions ,  but un fo ld ing  is no equiv~dence 
t rans format ion  if we look at all possible consequences .  As an example ,  cons ider  
the fo l lowing logic p rogram:  
pVq.  
r ~ p .  
Unfo ld ing  the body  l iteral p yields the logic p rogram 
pVq.  
rVq .  
Whi le  the first p rogram obv ious ly  implies the rule r ~- p, this is not true for the 
second program under  the STATIC" semant ics .  However ,  the two programs are 
equ iva lent  under  the STAT IC  semant ics  as long as we look only  at pure dis junc-  
t ions (because then only  the min imal  mode ls  o f  the program are needed).  
* F inal ly ,  we will def ine in this paper  a d is junct ive xtens ion o f  the we l l - founded se- 
mant ics .  The  s tandard  we l l - founded semant ics  for norrnal  p rograms can be seen 
as . . . .  n, , ,g sets o f  posit ive and negat ive  ground litcr~ls wh ich  can be conc luded 
f rom the program.  There fore ,  it seems natur~l  to extend this in the d is junct ive case 
to posit ive and negat ive ground dis j tmct ions.  
But in fact, a large part  o f  otw theory  does  not  depend on the exact de l in i t ion o f  a 
semant ics ,  and  therefore  it can be cons idered  as a real lYamewo~ k (see Sect ion 2.4). 
Definit ion 2.3 (Semantics) .  A semant ics  -'t' is a mapp ing  which  assigns to every logic 
p rogram P E LP~ a set :/"(P) of  pure d is junct ions  •" g round l iterais over  >-'-. It must  
satisfy the fo l lowing requ i rements :  
i. ,~)(P) : .Cf(grottnd(P) ) ( instant iat ion invar iance) .  
2. I f  Q E ,~'(P) and Q c Q '  (i.e. Q is a subd is junct ion  o f  (__Y), then Q' E : / (P )  (r ight 
weaken ing) .  
3. I f  .¢'/ ~-- true E P for a d is junct ion  .¢./. then .¢ /E  . ' / (P)  (necessar i ly true). 
4. I f  A q[ heads(P) for some Z-ground atom A, then m~t .4 ~ . ' / (P)  (nee. false). 
I f  Q E : f (P ) ,  we also wr i te  P~, ,  O. 
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This is a very general definition, and practically all proposed semantics fit into this 
framework.  
It might be argued at this point that our definition is .in fact too general, because it 
does not even guarantee clcsure under logical consequences. For  instance, consider 
the fol lowing program P: 
p. 
q+--p. 
Every semantics must allow to conclude p. but q is not necessarily contained in 
.~(P). Of  course, our semantics D-WFS is closed under logic consequences (Theo- 
rem 4), but this is something we have to prove. There is nothing bad in al lowing a~so 
strange semantics in the beginning. Our characterizations get only stronger by start- 
ing with such weak requirements in the basic definition. 
Note also that our not ion of  a semantic:, does not neccessarily restrict us to con- 
sider only Herbrand-models  (although this is one of  the main applications). This is 
because the underlying signature can contain addit ional constants, not occurring in 
the given program. S,Jch addit ional constants often have the effect to avoid problems 
related to Herbrand-domains,  such as the nnit'ersal-queJ3,-prohlem (see Refs. [41,28]). 
2.2. Program tran.¢brmations 
We base our discussion on abstract properties of  logic programming semantics. 
All of  them require that certain elementary transformations do not change the se- 
mantics of  a given logic program. 
Definition 2.4 (Program tran.¢ormation). A program transformat ion is any bina_ry 
relation ~ between instantiated logic programs. 
For the sake of simplicity, we consider only ground logic programs in the seman- 
tical part. This is possible since we have required "' instantiation i variance'" in our 
definition of  a semantics: a semantics is already completely defined by its values 
for grc, und programs. 
Note that a program transformation is a relation, and not a function, because we 
consider only elementary changes like deleting a single tautological rule. This makes 
it simpler to prove that a semantics allows such a transformation. We have slto,vn in 
Ref. [18j that the rewriting system consisting of  the transformations which we con-' 
sider here is terminating and confluent. 
Definition 2.5 (Equi~:alence tran.¢brmation). We call a transformation ~-~ an .~'- 
equiv~dence transformat ion iff .~'(Pl) =-~'(P_,) for all ground programs Pt and P2 
with P~ ~-, P2. h,, this case, we also say that the semantics ,~" allows the 
transformat ion ~--~. 
An very important  such transformation is partial evaluation in the sense of  the 
" 'unfolding" operation. It is the "'Generalized Principle of Partial Evaluation 
(GPPE)'" [33,5] (it has also been considered by Sakama and Seki in Refs. [56,57] 
under the name partial deduction). For ground normal logic programs, unfolding 
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simply means to replace a positive body literal by all bodies of rules having this lit- 
eral in the head. For instance, suppose there are only the following two rules about q: 
q ~-- st A not t. 
q ~---$2. 
Then, if we unfold q in the rule p ~ q A not r, we get the rules 
p* - -s j  A not t  A not r .  
p *--- s2 A not r. 
Fhe original rule p ,--- q A not r is replaced by these two new rules, i.e. it is not con- 
tained in the resulting program. In the case of  disjunctive programs, we must also 
treat a possible disjunctive context of  the unfolded literal in a rule head. The formal 
definition is as follows. 
Definition 2.6 (GPPLO.  A ground program P, results from a ground program ~, by 
unfolding (El ~ 'u  la-) iff there is a rule ,~i' ~-- (.~ U {B}) U not c~ in t--'b such that 
P_, = Pn - {. ,o/~ (;~ U {B}) U not :6 } 
u { .o /u  ( .~- / -  {B}~ ~ (~ u .*~') A . o r  (",';, U "~") I 
,~/' ~ /M' A not r4" is a rule in Pt with B E .~/'}. 
We will need also a weak version of  GPPE, which does not eliminate the original 
rule, but only adds the result of  unfolding: 
Definition 2.7 (Weak GPPE) .  A ground program P, results from a ground program 
Pi by weak unfolding (P1 ~-,w P2) iffthere is a rule ,~/,-- (,~ u {B}) U not :~: in P! such 
that 
= P. u { .o /u  (.~/' - {B})  ~ (~ u .~')  :, not (~6u :e,') I 
,el' ~ .~' A not ::,'is a rule in Pi with B E ,°/} . 
The next property we need is that tautologica I clauses like p ,--- p do not influ- 
ence the semantics of  a logic program. Note that tautologies never imply new facts 
in non-disjunctive programs (we must know p already in order to derive p by 
means of  such a rule). In disjunctive programs, rules like pV  q ~--p can imply 
subsumed (non-minimal)  disjunctive facts, which we will consider also as irrelevant 
here (see below). This and the following property together correspond to the 
"equivalence" principle of Ref. [27]. They require that it should be possible to de- 
lett: obviously redundant rules. 
Definition 2.8 (E l iminat ion  o f  tautologies) .  A ground program P_~ results from a 
ground program PI by elimination of  tautologies (/:'! ~'*r P_~) iff there is a rule 
~/~- -  ,~ A. not r6' in P.~ such that ,~1 fq .~ -# 0 and ~ = Pi -- {.~ ,--- .~ A not c6}. 
Lemma 2.1. I ra  semant ics  ,~" a!!ows unJolding and  the e l iminat ion ~tauto log ies ,  it also 
a l lows weak  unJblding. 
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Proof .  Let  Pi ~ w P_~ and let B be the unfo lded  l iteral. 
(1) I f  P~ conta ins  the tauto logy  B ,-- B, un fo ld ing  and  weak  unfo ld ing  give the 
same result,  because the rule head ,-- (5') A {B}) A not  ~,, is reproduced when insert-  
ing B ~-- B. There fore ,  a lso PI ~--~u P2 ho lds  and  thus ,~'(Pl) = ,9~(P2). 
(2) I f  Pl does  not  conta in  this tauto logy ,  let ~ :=P! t _ J{B~-B} and 
:= P_, t_l {B .-- B}. So we have ~ ~--~r PI and  ~ "-*r P_,. As exp la ined  above ,  
P~t ~-'u ~ holds.  But s ince .5, "~ a l lows ~--~r and  ~--~t:, we have Y f (P t )= o9°(/~i)= 
~(P_,') = .(:(P.,). [] 
The next  t rans format ion  a l lows to delete a rule if we a l ready  have  a s t ronger  rule. 
For  instance,  p ~ q A not  r is not  necessary  if we-a lso  have  the rule p ~-q .  This  
t rans format ion  is possib le for  all p roposed  semant ics  for  normal  p rograms.  In the  
case o f  d is junct ive programs,  it also a l lows to: delete a rule l ike p v q ~-- r if there 
is a l ready  the rule p ,--- r. There fore  it is satisf ied on ly  for semant ics  with the non- in -  
c lusive in terpretat ion  o f  v .  
Definit ion 2.9 (E l im inat ion  t~ 'non-min ima l  rules) .  A ground program P2 results f rom a 
ground program Pl by e l iminat ion  o f  non-min imal  rules (Pl ~--~',~1 P2) iff there  are  two 
dist inct  rules .~ ' /~ ,~ A not  <~ and .~" ~ J'J' A not  :6 ~' in Pl such that  .o1' C_ .ol, 
~'  C :~, <$" C_ <~, and P_, = P! -- {~/~-  .~ A not  rE }. 
We a l ready  requ i red that  not  A shou ld  be der ivab le  if A appears  in no  rule head.  
But then it shou ld  be possible to eva luate  the body  l iteral not  A to true,  i.e. to delete 
not  A f i 'om all rule bodies:  this is guaranteed  by Fos i t ive  Reduct ion .  As an example ,  
we can  rep lace p ~-- q A not  r by p ~- q if r does  not  appear  in any  rule head.  
Definit ion 2.10 (Pos i t i ve  reduct ion) .  A ground program P2 results l¥om a ground 
program Pi by posit ive reduct ion  (PI ~--'p P_,) iff there is a rule .~/~-- .~ A not  c6' in PI 
and  C E :6 such that  C f[ heads(Pt  ) and 
= Pi -- {.e/ ,-- .M A not  c6} 
u {.o/,- ~A, ,o t  ( z~-  {c})}. 
Converse ly ,  i f  the logic p rogram conta ins  At V . - -  V Ak ~ true, at least one  o f  
these a toms must  be true,  so a rule body  conta in ing  not  A z A •. - A not  A~ is surely 
false, therefore  the ent i re  rule is useless, and  it shou ld  be possib le to delete it: this 
gives us Negat ive  Reduct ion .  
Definit ion 2.11 (Negat ive  redawtion) .  Let Pt and  P2 be ground program~.  Pi I"">N P2 iff 
there are rules ,e / , - -  ,~ A not  :¢~ and .q/' ,-- true in PI such that  ,~" c_ :6' and  
P2 = P ,  - {.~/ ~- :~ /x , , o r  "~}. 
These not ions  o f  reduct ion  have  been in t roduced in Ref.  [25] for  normal  p rograms 
and in Ref.  [32] for  d is junct ive programs.  It tu rned  out  that  an app l i cat ion  o f  these 
pr inc ip les may reduce  the size o f  a program drast ica l ly ,  because  many i iterals are  de- 
c ided to be t rue or  false. 
Let us now in t roduce  names  for  var ious  interest ing combinat ions  o f  the above  
e lementary  t rans format ions .  
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Definit ion 2.12 (Combined transformations).  
e Let  ~--*uwr :=  ~--~t¢ U ~-*~v U ~-~r, i.e. the combinat ion  o f  unfo ld ing,  weak  unfo ld-  
ing, and  the e l iminat ion  o f  tauto log ies .  
o Let ~-',~m,v :== ~---~M U ~-~p U F-"~N, i.e. the combinat ion  o f  the above  " ' reduct ion"  
t rans format ions .  
• Let ~--~,, := ~--'u~rr U ~--~te.~, i.e. the combinat ion  o f  all the above  t rans forma-  
t ions. 
e Let ;-*a,~r~ :=  ~-+tJ U ~-*r U ~--',~t U ~-~p U ~-%v be the combinat ion  o f  the five 
t rans format ions  wh ich  character i ze  our  semant ics  D-WFS (all the above  t ransfor -  
mat ions  except  weak  unfo ld ing  wh ich  is redundant  by Lemma 2.1). 
• Final ly ,  let ~-->mmod := ~+U U ~-~Ir LI I---~ T U I----+ M,  i.e. the t rans format ions  wh ich  
do  not  change min imal  models .  
Note  that  our  proper t ies  make sense for semant ics  l ike GCWA and x, VFS. wh ich  
are d~fined on ly  on posit ive resp. normal  p rograms,  because these classes o f  pro-  
g rams are  c losed under  our  t rans format ions .  
2.3. Definit ion o f  a di.sjunct:ve well-./ounded semantics 
I f  we now look at the space o f  all possible abst ract  semant ics ,  there are o f  course  
many semant ics  a l low ing  the above  t rans format ions .  However ,  we will show that  
there is one  un ique ly  determined weakest  semant ics .  
Def init ion 2.13 ( Weaker  semaJltics). We call a semant ics  f / ' l  weaker  than a semant ics  
9") (Yfl r-- .~)  iff-~'t (P) c .c/'2(P ) for  all p rograms P. 
Lemma 2.2. The set o1" semantics ordered h), ~ Z~" a complete lattice. 
Proof .  Obvious ly ,  E is a part ia l  o rder  (we denote  in the fo l lowing with P a program 
and with Q a pure  d is junct ion) :  
• 9"! E.9",_ ~ {(e ,Q) lQe .~ ' l (p )}  G {(P ,Q) IQE-~'2(P )} .  
The least upper  bound and  greatest  lower  bound are also computed  as in the stan-  
dard  powerset  latt ice, namely  we take the un ion  resp. intersect ion o f  the sets 
.~(P) .  It is easy to check  that  the resul t ing mapp ing  is indeed a semant ics  accord ing  
to our  def in i t ion.  [ ]  
We in t roduce  the fo l lowing notat ion  for the weakest  possib le semant ics  ( the bot-  
tom e lement  o f  the lattice): 
Def init ion 2.14 (Known div]um'tire f iwts) .  Let known be 'he  semant ics  def ined by: 
1. For  a posit ive ground d is junct ion  Q: 
Q E known(P)  : ~ there is .e /C  Q with .e /~ true E ground(P) .  
2. For  a negat ive ground d is junct ion  Q: 
Q E known(P)  : ¢==~ there is not A E Q with ,4 f[ heads(P).  
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Lemma 2.3. Let SE,~J he a set o f  semantics allowing a transformation ~-~. Then 
~_ub(SEgW) and gLb(SE/W) also alh~w ~-~. 
Proof .  Let P <~n0 P2 be any ground p l 'ograms with PI ~-~P2. Then we have for all 
.~ E SEM:  .V'(Pw J = .~/(P,_). For  the greatest  lower  bound,  we have: 
(gZb(SEM)) (P , )  = N (V~(P ' ) )= N ( .~(P , ) )=(E3 .b(SEM)) (P2) .  
'1 ~ .g;l--.'.ll / /  ~SE.I! 
The same works  lbr  3_ub (wi th  LJ instead o f  N). [ ]  
Theorem 2.1 (.Weakest semant ics) .  For any trans'/brmation ~ there is a unique weakest  
semantics .V '  .... allowhlg the t:'an,sformathnt ~--~. 
Proof .  This  is trivial: we s imply  take the greatest  lower  bound o f  all semant ics  
a l lowing  the t rans format ion  ~-,. By Lemma 2.3 it a lso a l lows ~---~. [] 
However ,  there is also a more  const ruct ive  proof .  Let us denote  by =- the reflexive, 
symmetr ic ,  and  transit ive c losure  o f  the t rans format io . l  ~-~. Then we define: 
.v~.(P)  := U known(P~) .  
P' :.,~t'tJttJtd[ P i 
From this const ruct ion  it is c lear th~:t .'/~. is invar iant  under  the t rans format ions  and  
that  any o ther  semanl ics  .'/' with these propert ies  must  at least der ive the same dis- 
j-::nctions, so -'/~. E .,;'. 
Defi~aitio~ 2.15 (D-WFS) .  The semant ics  D-WFS is def ined ~s the weakest  semant ics  
a l lowing  un |b ld ing ,  e ! iminat ion  o f  tauto log ies  and  non-min imal  rules, and  posit ive 
and  negat ive reduct ion ,  i.e. the weakest  sem.antics a l low ing  the t rans format ion  
dw I~- 
Note  that  at this point  it is still possible that  the semant ics  is inconsistent ,  i.e. that  
for  some P and  A l . . . . .  A,,, it is possible that  A~ V- - -VA ,  E D-WFS(P) ,  and  
not Ai E D-WFS(P)  for  i = I . . . . .  n. This is no  par t i cu lar  fai lure o f  this way  to def ine 
a semant ics ,  because o ther  prominent  semant ics  uch as STABLE can be inconsis-  
tent, too.  It wou ld  s imply mean that  the requ i red propert ies  are too  st rong.  However ,  
as will become clear f rom :he character i za t ion  i the next sect ion,  our  semant ics  D-  
WFS is a lways  consistent .  In fact, it is a ra ther  weak  semant ics .  
We note that  the restr ict ion to a .['ttnclion-free and .finite s ignature  is essential  in 
this sect ion. Our  reduct ions  do not  a l low us to " 'unfold infinite loops" .  Let us con-  
s ider the program cons ist ing o f  the single rule 
p(X)  ~ p( f (X) )  
(or  the equ iva lent  infinite ground program) .  I f  D -WFS were  def ined for such pro-  
g rams as above,  it wou ld  not  be able Io der ive not p(t) f rom this p rogram.  So we 
need that  the ground instant ia t ion  o f  all cons idered  programs is finite. 
Howe-, ~.~r, as a l ready ment ioned before Def in i t ion 2. I, the non-const ruct ive  Loop-  
Detect ion  Rule  o f  Ref. [30] a l lows to der ive not p(t).  
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2.4. A f ramework  fo r  defining semantics 
Let us conclude this section by not ing that the proposed method for defining and 
character iz ing semantics is in fact a very general one. The idea is to 
1. Define a space of  candidat,z semantics as mappings  from logic programs to 
some "semant ic  domain" ,  satisfying certain minimal  requirements. These semantics 
should be ordered by a "weaker"  relation ~. 
2. Select a number  of  good properties the semantics hould have. It is important  
that these properties are inherited to the greatest lower bound of  semantics at is~6ng 
them. This  is automat ica l ly  satisfied for properties of  the form considered here (that 
certain program transformat ions do not change the semantics) if the relation ___ is de- 
rived from some order on the semantic domain  by pointwise compar ison for all pro- 
grams. 
3. Look at the E-smallest semantics having the properties. 
For  instance, in Ref. [5], we have defined a semaatics modeltheoret ical ly as a map- 
ping which assigns to every logic progr~m P a set of  3-valued Herbrand models of  P 
(subject to the condit ion that a tom'  not occurr ing in P are interpreted as false). So 
the semantic domain  consists of  z.~ts of  3-valued Herbrand interpretations. A seman- 
tics is stronger iff it al lows less models, so we define 
6~'t __. 0~2 ¢==~ for all P: 6el (P) 2 ,Se2(P). 
In o rder  to show that not only D-WFS ca~a be captured in our framework,  we 
need to introduce two further t ransformat ion rules. 
Definition 2.16 (Elimination o f  contradictions, supraclaa'sicality). A ground program 
Pz results from a ground program PI by el imination of  contradict ions (El ~--'r P.,) 
iff there is a rule .~ , - ;~Anov~ in Pl such that ~fq~¢0 and P2 : 
P1 - {~ '--- ~ A not cg}. 
A ground program ,t~ results from a ground program P~ by apply ing suprac|assi-  
cality (P! ~--~r P.~) iff there is an atom A such that Pt ~ A and P., = P! t3 {A , -}.  (Here 
P~ ~ A just means classical entaihnent: P~ is viewed as a proposit ional  theory and A as 
an atom therein. 
E l iminat ion of  contradict ions just means to el iminate rules with contradict ing 
bodies, like p v q ,--- r, s, not r, not q. Supraclassical ity means that whenever an atom 
A follows classically from the program (viewed as a classical theory), then this atom 
can be safely added to the program. This formalizes the property that the semantics 
should be at least as strong as classical ogic. 
We are now able tt, state the fol lowing theorems, the proofs of  which can be found 
in Ref. [5], Theorem 4. I; [5], Theorem 4.4 and [26], Theorem 4.9. 
Theorem 2.2 (GCWA,  STABLE and WFSc  as weakest semantics), 
1. GCIVA is the weakest semantics fo r  positive disjunctive programs satisfying pos- 
itive and negative reduction, GPPE and elimination o f  tautologies. 
2. STABLE is tile weakest semantics fo r  arbitrary disjunctive programs satLq'ying 
positive and negative reduction, GPPE,  elimination o f  tautologies and elimination o f  
contradictions. 
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3. WFSc is the weakest semantics for non-disjunctive programs atisfying positive 
and negative reduction, GPPE, elimination o f  tautologies and supraclassicality. 
In all the above  semant ics ,  e l iminat ion  o f  tauto log ies  was  an impor tant  ingredient .  
But  we can  also capture  semant ics  where  this t rans format ion  does  not  hold.  In fact,  
we need on ly  two  very  special cases o f  the GPPE rule: Success and Failure. 
Definit ion 2.17 (Success andJaihwe). The success - t rans format ion  can be appl ied to a 
program P whenever  there is a rule A ~-- in P. Success then removes  a posi t ive 
occur rence  o f  A in the body  o f  another  rule. 
Dua l ly ,  the fa i lu re - t rans format ion  can  be appl ied to a program P whenever  there  
is a an a tom A which  does  not  occur  in any  hea~l o f  a rule. Fa i lu re  then removes  a 
rule wh ich  conta ins  A posit ively in its body .  
The  fo l lowing theorem is conta ined  in Ref.  [24], Theorem 5.3. 
Theorem 2.3 (comp3 (resp. i fp (~p) )  as weakest  semant ics) ,  F i t t ing 's  semantics comp3 
(which is defined as l fp (~p) )  is the weakest semantics for non-disjunctive programs 
satisfying success, failure, positive and negative reduction. 
The fo l lowing table ( f rom Ref. [4]) gives an overv iew which  semant ic~ al low wh ich  
t rans format ions .  The  ent ry  "0'" means  that  the cor respond ing  proper ty  holds,  " ' - "  
means  that  it does  not  hold. We have  not  inc luded an ent ry  for  posit ive or  negat ive 
Reduct ion ,  because  these cond i t ions  ho ld  for  all semant ics  i~sted below. 
Proper t ies  o f  logic p rogramming semant ics  
Semant ics  Domain  Taut .  GPPE Non-min .  Cont ra  Supra  
C la rk ' s  comp [ 19]  Non-d is  - o • ® • 
F i t t ing 's  comp3 [37] Non-d is  - • • - - 
GCWA [44] Pos. • • • • • 
WGCWA [50] 4 Pos. - • - - - 
Stable [39,48] Dis • • • • • 
XVFS [59] Noia-dis. • • • - - 
WFSc  [53] Non-d is  • • • - • 
S t rong  WFS [5 !] Dis. - . . . .  
Stat ic [49] Dis. • • • • • 
We st rong ly  con jec ture  that  o ther  interest ing results can  be ach ieved by mod i fy ing  
the basic requ i rements  on the semant ics  and  possibly by look ing  at o ther  propert ies .  
Many  o f  the results and  techn iques  o f  this paper  will remain  appl icable,  because  they 
on ly  refer  tt~ program t rans format ions .  
WGCWA is equivMent to the semantics introduced by Ross and Topor in Ref. [52]. 
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3. Bottom-up query evaluation 
In this section we explain how to compute a normal form of  the given program, 
called the residual prograrJ,  in contrast o the last section, we no longer work on in- 
stantiated programs. However,  we use the al lowedness-condit ion t  bind the vari- 
ables and avoid f loundering. Our  approach is based on the notion of  condit ional  
facts, as developed by Bry in Refs. [14,15] and Dung and Kanchansut in Refs. 
[30,29] (both for the non-disjunctive case). The idea is to delay the evaluation of  neg- 
ative body literals, and io attach them as condit ions to the derived (disjtmctive) facts. 
Definition 3.1 (Comt i t iona l . l iwt ) .  A condit ional  fact is a rule withoul positive body 
literais, i.e. it is of  the form A! V . . .  W A~ ,-- not C1 A • • • A not C,,, where the A; and 
the C /are  ground atoms (k ~> I, m >i 0). 
The necessity that the A~ and C i are ground automatical ly follows fi-om the al- 
lowedness restriction. 
3.1. Comi~tttation o f  der iccd condi t ional  /k;cts 
The usual bot tom-up  fixpoint computat ion is also possible with condit ional  facts: 
in the non-disjunctive case, one can simply store the conditiorts of  a tact in an addi- 
tional set-valued argument.  Derived facts get the union of the cm~ditions of  the facts 
matched with the body literals (plus the corresponding instances of  the negative body 
literals of  the rule itself). This is demonstrated in the fol lowing example. 
p(a)  (-- not  s(b) A not  r(b).  
(p (X)  ~-- q , (X )  A q2(X ,Y )  h not  r (Y ) .  ) 
. . . . . . . .  
ql (a) q2 (a, b) +-- not  s(b) 
In the disjunctive case, one app!ics lhe " 'hyperresolut ion'"  operator by adding to 
every fact also a disjunctive context [17,45,12]. An implementat ion with database 
techniques has been sug~--:.ested in Ref. [10]. Formally,  the immediate consequence op- 
erator is generalized to condit ional  facts as l'ollo~vs: 
Definition 3.2 (hmned ia te  conxt'qttences with coml i thms) .  For a set F of  condit ional  
facts we define: 
(( ) ( o,)l Tp(r )  := .¢./, O 0(.¢J i  -- {B;}) - -  not r(,o LI there are a ground 
i . I  t 1 
i ns tance  . r /0  - -  Bt  , ,  • • - A B,,, ,~ m~t "f.c~ o f  a ru le  in  P and  
cond i t iona l  fac ts -~- / i  - -  not  ~[,, E l with  B; E .¢/, ( i  = I . . . . .  m)} .  
Example 3.1. The fol lowing example illustrates the idea. F rom 
wiml ing(X)  ,-- more(X ,  Y) A not w inn ing(Y)  
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and the fact move(a, b), we derive the condit ional  fact 
winning(a) ~-- not winning(b).  
I f  we apply the rule 
good,rate(X)  ,--- winning(X)  A not exc luded(X)  
to the above condit ional  fact, we get the rule 
goodstate(a) ,--- not excluded(a)  A not winning(b).  
Lemma 3.1. The operator Tt, is monotonic  and ecen cont#ntous ht the lattice o f  sets o f  
condit ionai jktcts ordered by C_. 
Proof. The proof  is the same as in the standard case. [] 
So we can compute the smallest f ixpoint of  Te as usual: we start with F~ :---- ~) and 
then iterate F~ := Tp(F~, ) until noth ing changes. This  must happen because there are 
only finitely many predicz~tes and constants to build ground atoms occurr ing in con- 
dit ional  facts, and there are only finitely many subsets of  all these atoms (corre- 
sponding to head and body). 
The operator  Te and the idea of  using condit ional  facts already appeared in work 
of  Dung and Kanchansut  [29] and Bry [14,15] for non-dis/unctire programs. In Ref. 
[42] a somewhat  related approach (again for normal  programs) was defined: a se- 
mantics was reduced to programs contain ing only negative literals in their rule- 
bodies. 
3.2. ,4pplication o f  re~htctions 
So now we have a logic program with rules of  a very part icular k;.,~d, namely con- 
taining no positive body literals. The ~ext step of  the proposed query evaluation al- 
gor i thm is to sim-,mfy it by means of positive and negative Reduct ion.  and the 
el iminatio~ oi  non-minimal  rules. "lhis leads to the fol lowing reduction operator  
on sets o f  condit ional  facts (a general izat ion of reductions tudied in Ref. [15]): 
Definition 3.3 (Re~htcthms t~cond i t iomdl~tcts ) .  For a set F of  condit ional  facts we 
define: 
R(F)  :---- {.o/ ~-- not (e~ f3 heads(F))  I ..~/ ~-- not cg, E F, and 
(1) there is no ,~/' ~-- true E F with .~./' c_ re;,, 
(2) there is no .r/' ~-- not %' E F with .e,¢' C .o/. 
:6' C_ cg where at least one C_ is proper}. 
We again iterate this operator  until n~thing changes. Since the total number  of  
atoms occurring in F is reduced in each st~p, this process must come to an end. 
For  instance, consider the program 
p *--- not q. 
q +-- not r. 
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Then the first application of R evaluates r to false, so we get 
p ,-- nc, t q. 
q. 
But now R is applicable again, and deletes the first rule (because q is obviously true), 
so we end up with 
q. 
Definition 3.4 (Residual program). Let P be a logic program, ,r'0 := lfp(Tp), 
F~ := R(F~-t), and n c I%1 with F,, = F , - l .  Then we call res(P) : :  F~ the residual 
program of P. 
A l though our operators Tp, R resemble to Fitt ing's operator ~p for non-disjunc- 
tive programs they are used differently, Not  only do they operate on condit ional 
facts, they are also appl~,ed in svch a way that for programs like p ~--p we get the 
empty program. Therefore not p is t~erivable whereas Fitt ing's operator would leave 
p undefined. 
The nofior, of  residual program now gives us a straightft~, ward way to define a 
semantics from an implementat ion point of  view (we just described a constructive 
bottom-up evaluation procedure). 
Definition 3.5 (Computed semantics). We define a mapping 6e~, from logic programs 
to sets of pure ground disjunctions by 
,~ .... (P) :--- known(res(P)). 
Of  course, the so defined semantics will turn out to be our semantics D-WFS.  This 
is subject of  Section 4. But first let us verify that the mapping ,~,.,. is indeed a seman- 
tics. 
Lemma 3.2. The mapping ,~,.e,, satisfies the conditions o f  a semantics. 
Lemma 3.3. For all sets F and F' o f  comtitional facts: 
F ~---~,~t~v F' ~ res(F) = res(F'). 
i.e. the result o f  the reduction phase is invariant under eliminaiion o f  ,on-minimai rules 
its we',l as positive and negative Reduction. 
By the way, since 1-' ~--~mNre, (F), this also implies the confluence of ~---~,~mv among 
sets of  condit ional facts. For implementations it is very important o know that the 
reductions can in fact be performed in any seque,ace. We have discussed ata struc- 
tures for this in Ref. [3]. 
3.3. Alternative characterization o f  reduction phase 
It has been criticized that the reduction phase is not done by a standard fixpoint 
construction, and therefore does not generalize to the infinite case. In contrast, our 
Te operator has all the nice properties of  the standard operator, so lfp(Te) is also de- 
fined for programs with an infinite ground instantiation. We solve this problem by 
giving an alternative construction for ,fre,- and the residual program. It is based 
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on the insight that for the reductions of  our operator  R we need only the positive 
disjunctions we know already for sure, and the atoms which as e no longer possibly 
true. 
Definition 3.6 (Reduct).  Let F be a set of  condit ional  facts. Given a set A of  pure 
ground disjunctions, we write A + for the positive disjunctions in A, and A- for the 
negative ground literals contained (as one-element disjunctions) in A. The reduct o f  
F with respect o A is defined as: 
F /A  := {o~/~-- not ((6 ~ - A-) I  ~/,--- not (~ ~_ r and 
(1) there is no ,.~/' ~ A + with .~/' c_ "6 
(2) there is no .~' ~-- ,',ot ~'  in F with 
,e/' C_ ~. /and  ( (6' - A-)  c ( (6 ~ - A-)  
(where at least one C is proper)}. 
Definition 3,7 (Derivation o f  pure disjunctions), For  every set F of  conditiQna! facts, 
we define an operator  Dr  which derives pure ground disjunctions from pure ground 
disjunctions: 
o~(a) :=  k.o..,,,(r/a). 
Lemma 3.4. The operator Dr  is monotonic (in the standard powerset  lattice). 
The fol lowing theorem shows that this construct ion is equivalent to the above def- 
inition of  the residual program and ,~,,,~. 
Theorem 3.1. Let P be any {/inite) logic program, and F := lfp(Tp). Then: 
cf~.,.(p) = lfp(Dr) and res(P) = r / i fp (Dr ) .  
4. Main results 
In Section 2, we introduced a f ramework to define semantics in an abstract way as 
mappings from programs into semantic domains.  In particular we studied elementa- 
ry program transformations in this setting. In Section 3 we described a constructive 
bot tom-up  rocedure to compute a normal  form of  a program. We show in this sec- 
tion that both approaches are closely related. This proves that the computed seman- 
tics Ser,.s is identical to our semantics D-WFS,  so we have soundness and 
completeness of our algorithm. 
However,  our results go much further, because they apply to any semantics allow- 
ing certain transformations. We also show a nice relation of  a subset of  our transfor- 
mat ions to minimal models and consider the possibility of  "'lifting" definitions of  
semantics from residual programs to all programs. 
4.1. Soundness o f  residual program computat ion 
I f  we only know that a semantics ~9" allows unfolding (GPPE)  and el imination of  
tautologies, we already can apply the first part o f  our algorithm. 
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Theorem 4.1 (Condit ional  facts can be constructed by transformations).  The set o f  
derived conditional facts can be constructed fi'om the ground instantiation of  a program 
by applying only unfolding, weak unfolding, and the elimination of  tautologies, i,e. 
ground(P)~--~ *wvrlfp( Tp) holds Jbr all programs P. 
Since by Lemma 2.1 a semantics which allows unfolding and the el imination of 
tautologies automatical ly also allows weak unfolding, we get the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.1 (Equivalence of implied condit ional factsL I f  a semantics .~ allows 
m~blding (GPPE) and the elimination of  tautologies, then .~(P) = .~'(lfp(Tp)) holds 
Jbr all programs P. 
In other words, i fa  semantics allows unfolding and the el imina:ion of tautologies, 
then it also allows the transformation ground(P) Hl fp  (Tp). 
So under these weak condit ions on the semantics, we can already apply the com- 
putat ion ot" the implied condit ional facts as a preprocessing step. Afterwards, we still 
need some algorithm to compute the semantics, but instead of arbitrary programs, it 
has to handle only ground programs without positive body literals. 
O f  course, if the semantics ,~f allows in addit ion the el imination of non-minimal 
rules and positive and negative reduction, then also the application of the reduction 
operator R does not change the semantics of the program. So we get the following. 
Corollary 4.2 (Transformations yield residual program), ground(P) ~--,~',.res (P) hold~ 
,/or all programs P, i.e. the resithtal program rex(P) can be reached from the ground 
instantiation ~" P by applying the elementary tran,~[brorations hltroehtced in 
Section 2.2. 
Corol lary 4.3 (Equivalence of residual program). If a semantics .~' allows m~bkling 
(GPPE), elimination of  tautologies and of  non-minhnal rules, as n'ell as positive and 
negative reehtction, then ft." all progrants P: 
.c/,(p) = ;/'(res(P) . 
Since our semantics D-VCFS allows the above five transformations, we have 
D-WFS(P)  = D-WFS(res(P)). 
Then we get D-WFS(res(P)) D known(res(P)) by definition of  semantics. Together, 
this implies D-WFS(P)  _~ ,~',.,,,(P), i.e. the soundness of  our algorithm. We will show 
the otiJer direction "'c'" with Theorem 4.3. 
However, the above result is not only vseful for showing the soundness of  our 
computat ion of D-WFS.  For instance, consider the stable model semantics, which 
also allows the above five transformations. With the same argument, we get that 
the original program P and the residual program res(P) have the same stable models. 
To be precise, taking stable models is not quite a semantics in the above sense. How- 
ever, we can st!!l use Theorem 4.1 and Corol lary 4.2. So the above results are inde- 
pendent of the exact definition of a semantics, it can be any mapping from logic 
programs into some semantic domain. 
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Of  course, we still have to compute the stable models o f  the residual program. But 
in the residual program, most gro~.md literals are already decided to be true or false - 
any element of  know, ( res (P ) )  is aiso a valid consequence of  the stable semantics. 
Only the few hard cases, the ~islands of  complexity" remain. For instance, if P is 
a non-disjunctive stratified program, then the residual program is simply a set of  
facts, so known(res(P)) is already the unique stable model  (the perfect model  in this 
case). So many queries can already be answered on the basis of  the residual program. 
But even if we want the complete stable models, there are algorithms (like Ref. [l l]) 
which are good for treating the most general case. but seem to be inefficient for sim- 
pler cases. Such algorithms can profit from our computat ion  of  the residual program 
as a preprocessing phase. In Re['. [3], we also proposed an algor i thm ~or doing the 
remaining work in the computat ion  of  stable models (based on a disjunctive xtenst- 
ion of  Clark's completion).  
Another  application is in our prototype implementation f  the STATIC semantics 
[9]: it also consists of  the computat~.an of the residual program plus an algorithm for 
treating the tk;w remaining hard cases. Again, the general algorithm would be too inef- 
ficient if applied directly to the original program, but it is good enough for evaluating 
the few negative body literals remaining in the residual program. Also, the general al- 
gorithm is simplified, because it does not have to treat positive body literals or variables. 
4,2. Re la thm to m#t#na l  models  
For modeltheoretical ly detined semantics like STABLE or STATIC.  it is useful to 
consider the relation of  our transformations to minimal models. The fol lowing inter- 
esting characterization also stresses again the importance of  our transformations. 
We will show that a semantics allows unfolding (GPPE).  the el imination of  tautol- 
ogies, and the el imination of  non-minimal  rules if and only if it looks exactly at 
the minimal models of  the programs, and not at the syntax o f  the programs, i.e. 
we require that .'/(P~ ) : . ' /(P?) for all programs P~ and P- having the same minimal 
models. To be precise, let us first define what we mean by a minimal model. 
Definition 4.1 (A lodel ) .  A model  of  a logic program P is any set I of  ground literals 
such that for every ground instance 
A I V . . .V ,4~ ~ B~ A . . .AB , , ,  Anot  C~ A . . .Anot  C,,. 
of a rule in P: 
{B~ . . . . .  B .... note ,  . . . . .  ,,ol C;,} c_ !  - -  {.4, . . . . .  .4~} n1¢ 0. 
So models treat A and not .4 as two distinct and unrelated atoms. It is possible that 
they are both true or both false. Models correspond to classical models if we intro- 
duce for every predicate p a new predicate notp and replace everywhere not p ( . . . )  by 
it not , ( . . . ) .  This trick was already used in Ref. [47] and we refer to Ref. [8] for a more 
detailed investigation. 
Definition 4.2 (Mhz#md model ) .  A model / of  a program P is minimal if there is no 
model  l '  of  P such that / and 1' contain the same set of  negative literals, but the 
positive iiterals contained in I' are a strict subset of  those in I. 
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This definition of minimal model is inspired by the construction of static expan- 
sions [49], where the "objective literals" are minimized while the interpretation f the 
"belief literals" (used for negations) is kept fixed. It is a veiy useful notion. For in- 
stance, a stable model can be defined as a minimal model which is total and consis- 
tent, i.e. contains either ,4 or notA for every ground atom ,4 (see Ref. [5] Fheorem 
4.3). 
With the above notion of a model, we get the following useful semantical descrip- 
tion of the set of derived conditional facts. 
Lemma 4.1, For every program P, the operator Tp is correct and complete: 
!. Every conditional f iwt  contained in Ifp(Te) is a logical consequence o f  P. 
2. lfp(Te) contains all conditional facts ~;/ ~- not c6~, which are logical comequence.~ 
o f  P and which are minimal (where "minimal" means that there is no ,~" ~-- not ~,", 
/ C_ ~/and  ~'  c ~6, where at least which is also a logical consequence and satisfies ~ ' 
one "C"  is proper). 
Now the trarsformations unfolding (GPPE), elimination of tautologies and elim- 
ination of  pon-minima! rules do not change the set of minimal models. This is trivial 
for the elimination of tautologies and non-minimal rules, because they are logical 
equivalence transformations, i.e. they do not change the set of models. 
Lemma 4.2. Let PI ~-* v P2. Then Pl and P2 have the same m#limal models. 
This gives us the direction: if ,9~(Pt ) ----- ,9°(P2) for all programs Pt and P2 having the 
same minimal models, then ~J' allows these three transformations. 
The other direction is proven by showing that for every pair of  distinct ground 
programs P~ and P2, which are irreducible with respect to these transformations, 
there is an interpretation I which is a minimal model of one of the two programs, 
but not of the other. 
Theorem 4.2. (Semantics looking only at minimal models). ,4 semantics .~" allows 
ut;jblding (GPPE),  elimination o f  tautologies, and elimination oJ" non-rain#nat rules i f  
and only i f  it satisfies the fol lowing condition: 
5f(Pl ) ~- .~'(P2) fo r  al l  programs P~ and P2 which 
have the same set o f  minimal models. 
in addition, also the confluence of the rewriting system consisting of unfolding 
weak unfolding, elimination of  tautologies and elimination of  non-minimal rules fol- 
lows immediately from the following facts: 
1. These transformations do not change the set of minimal models. 
2. The rewriting system is terminating: fi'om every ground program P, we get an 
irreducible program P' by first computing the set of implied conditional facts (see 
Theorem 4. I ) and then applying the elimination of  non-minimal rules as long as pos- 
sible. 
3. Different irreducible programs have different sets of minimal models. 
So from every ground program P, it is always possible to reach an irreducible pro- 
gram by applying these transformations, but it is not possible to get to two different 
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irreducible programs. Quest ions of  confluence and terminat ion have been further in- 
vestigated in Ref. [18]. 
4. 3. Semantics defined on the residual program 
Now let us return to the computat ion of D-WFS,  which is much simpier than 
STABLE or STATIC ,  because it can be directly answered from the residual pro- 
gram. The completeness of  our algoritrm~ is still missing, i.e. D -WFS(P)c_  
6e~.~(p). In order to prove it, we need the fol lowing theorem which is interesting 
in itself. 
Theorem 4.3 ( Invariance of  residual program). For all ground programs PI, P2: 
Pi ~--~aU P2 ~ res(Pi ) = res(P2). 
i.e. the residual program is" invtwiant under the elementary program transformations 
considered in this paper. 
This has the fol lowing astonishing corol lary. 
Corollary 4.4. (Guaranteed properties), Let ,~ satisfy ,~(P) = ,~(res(P)) fo r  all P. 
Then 6/~ allows unfolding (GPPE),  the elit;~.ination o f  tautologies and o f  non-minimal 
rules, as well as positive and negative Reduction. 
Proof. Let Pi ~'--~alt P2. Then ,~(Pt) = ~(res(Pt  )) = ,~(res(P2)) = ~(P2).  
This means that when we define a semantics only for residual programs, and ex- 
tend it to arbitrary programs via r j (p )  := 6P(res(P)), then S~' will automatical ly  sat- 
isfy all our  properties. O f  ct,~.rse, we have to ensure that the so defined mapping Sr is 
really a semantics. For  our not ion o f  semantics; this is simple. But for a model-the- 
oretic not ion of  a semantics, it is important  o note that not all models of  res(P) are 
also models of  P. Supported models of  res(P), however, are also models of P. The 
same holds for the normal  models defined below (see Lemma 4.3). We do not know 
yet a necessary and sufficient condit ion for the models of  res(P) to be also models of  
P (resp. every program wiGi the given residual program). 
Example 4.1, Consider the fol lowing P: 
p~---q. 
qVr .  
Here, res(P) ~--- {p V r, q v r}. Now I := {q, r} is a Herlrrand-model of  res(P) with 
I~P .  
From Corol lary 4.4 it follows immediately that our semantics "-~res has the re- 
quired properties. Since D-WFS is the weakest sema:ltics with these properties, we 
get D-WFS(P)  C Se .... (P). This is the missing compl,~teness, o together we have 
D-WFS(P)  = ~r~.,(P), in other words. 
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Corollary 4.5 (Computat ion of D-WFS).  
Q E D-WFS(P)  ~ there is ~/C_ Q with .~/+--- true E res(P)  or 
there is not A E Q and A f[ heads (res(P)) .  
Note that Corol lary 4.4 is the exact converse of Corol lary 4.3. They can be formu- 
lated together as follows. 
.9 ° allows unfolding (GPPE),  positive and negative Reduction, 
El imination of Tautologies and of Non-minimal  Rules 
if and only if 
ground(P)  ~-~ res(P)  is an 5/'-equivalence transformation (for all P). 
Final ly note that Theorem 4.3 together with Corol lary 4.2 immediately gives us 
the confluence of ~-~,, [6]. 
4.4. Closure umler  logical  consequences 
We still have to prove that D-WFS is closed under logical consequences. In order 
to do this, it will be useful to have some restrictions on models of  the residual pro- 
gram which ensure that they will be also models of  the original program. We already 
mentioned that this holds for supported models. However, residual programs uch as 
p ,-- not p do not have supported models. The following kind of model always exists. 
Definition 4.3 (Normal  model) .  An  interpretation 1 is a normal model of a program P 
iff 
1. I is a minimal model of  P, 
2. ! ~ not A for every atom A with A fg heads(P) ,  
3. I ~ not A t A • •. A not A,, for every disjunctive fact A ~ V • - • V `4, .-- true contained 
in P. 
Lemma 4.3. I . [ !  is a m, rmal  mode l  o f  res(P) ,  it is also a normal  mode l  o f  P. 
Theorem 4.4 (Closure under logical consequences). For eveo" program P and  pure 
ground di.sjtmction Q: 
PuD-WFS(P)b~ Q ~ Q~ D-WFS(P) .  
Of  course, implication t-- is meant here with respect o the above notion of a model 
(which treats A and not A as unrelated). However, the interpretations constructed in 
the proof  are at least consistent. 
4.5. Cumu!at iv i ty  fo r  res(P) 
In this section we are showing a very interesting property of our residual program, 
which has nice computat ional  implications for comput ing stable models. Namely i ra  
disjunction .41 v --- VA,, follows from D-WFS(P),  then the stable models of  P 
~:,d of  P t.3 {-'/1 V -- • v ,4,} are identical. 
"I,his makes it possible to use D-WFS as a first step in the computat ion of  stable 
models, namely by adding to P the disjunctions true in D-WFS(P).  The former prop- 
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erty has been first noticed for the non-disjunctive case by Schl ipf (see Ref. [27], The- 
orem 3.7). In particular, for the non-disjunctive case this means that it a lways pays 
off to first compute the wel l - founded semantics (which can be done in polynomial  
time, as opposed to comput ing stable models, which is one level higher in the poly- 
nomial  hierarchy) aad to use the results to simplify the program. In fact, this is one 
of the main techniques employed in Ref. [46] which is currently the fastest method to 
compute stable models (see also Re['. [24]). 
Lemma 4.4 (Adding condit ional  facts). 
1. .~/  ~-- not  cd E Ifp(Tp) impl ies  ifp(Tt,) = lfp(7]~|~j ..... , ',.r)- 
2. I f  in add i t ion  ~6 f3 heads( res (P ) )  = O, then 
R(Ifp( Teut ~, ..... , ,~. })) ----- R(lfp( Teu{~ -t))"  
The proof  is obvious from the definit ion of  lfp(Te). 
Corol lary 4.6 ( lnvar iance of  res (P)  for D-WFS-Cumulat iv i ty) .  Let  .~/be  conta ined  in 
the semant ics  o f  D-WFS(P) .  Then 
res(P)  = res (P  tO {.~/}). 
Proof. I f  .q/E D-WFS(P)  then there is a ~6 such that 
1. .~/  +- not  ~e, ~ l fp(Tp) ,  
2..cJ  N c~ -= •, 
3. re', n heads( res (P )  = q). 
Using the lemma above, we have 
lfp(rt,) = l fp( rpu{ ., ...... , .e.} ). 
Therefore 
res(P)  = res (PU {..~/ ~-- ,tot ~6:}) = R'"( I fp(Teu{.v ........ , ",.t))" 
But since 
we have 
R'"( l fp(  Teu~ ~/ . . . . .  , ,~,~ ) ) = R'"( I fp( Tpjt  .z - I ) ) = res (P  U .~'/). [] 
Since the residual program is a sound transformat ion for the disjunctive stable 
models semantics, we get a general izat ion of  a theorem of  Schl ipf  which was formu- 
lated for non-disjunctive programs ([27], Theorem 3.7). 
Theorem 4.5 (Restricted cumulat iv ity [or STABLE) .  Let  .el be conta ined  in the 
semant ics  o f  D-WFS(P) .  Then the programs P and  P U {.q/} have  ident ica l  s tab le  
models .  
Note that strengthening the assumption ".e/ contained in D-WFS(P) ' "  to 
'~d contained in STABLE(P)"  
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is not possible: this would be exactly the cumulativity condit ion which does not hold 
for STABLE [26]. 
5. Comparison with other approaches 
In this section, we compare our semantics D-WFS to the standard well-founded 
semantics for non-disjunctive programs (Section 5.1), to the disjunctive stable model 
semantics (Section 5.2), to the static semantics (Section 5.3), and to the GCWA (de- 
fined for positive disjunctive programs) (Section 5.4). Note that the D-WFS seman- 
tics is defined (via grounding) for arbitrary programs. The restriction to allowed 
Datalog programs applies only to the procedural part. It turns out that 
1. D-WFS agrees with WFS and GCWA on the restricted classes of  programs for 
which these semantics are defined. 
2. D -WFS is strictly weaker than both the disjunctive stable semantics and the 
static semantics. 
This means that D-WFS at least does not allow to derive any insensible conclusions. 
F rom the fact that D-WFS generalizes the well-founded semantics, we can also 
conclude a nice characterization of the standard well-founded sc~nantics. We believe 
that this characterization is an important  contriL:~tion of this paper. Furthermore, it
gives us a very simple algorithm to compute the well-founded model via the residual 
program. The computat ional  implications are considered further in Section 6. 
5.1. Relathm to well-Jbunded semantics 
First, it is important o note again that the well-founded semantics really allows 
all of  our transformations. 
Theorem 5.1 (WFS allows our transformations).  For non-disjunctive ground programs 
P! and P_~,/fPi ~---~allP2, then Pt and P,. have the same well-Jbunded model. 
Some of these properties have already been proven in the literature, in particular 
unfolding has been considered in several papers; see Re['. [1]. However, we get the 
possibility of  unfolding he~,~ immediately from Theorem 2, so it is worth mentioning. 
Once we know that the WFS has ou,- properties, Corol lary 4.3 tells us that the 
well-founded model of the residual program is equal to the well-founded model of  
the original program. This result is already known [l], but again, we get it immedi- 
ately in our framework. For  residual programs, due to their very simple structure, it 
is easy to prove that our D-WFS agrees with the standard well-founded semantics. 
5o our semantics D-WFS is indeed a generalization of the well-founded semantics 
to disjunctive programs. 
Theorem 5.2 (D-WFS extends WFS).  Let P be ~ non-disjunctive program and Q be a 
(positive or negative) ground literal. Then we hare: 
Q E D-WFS(P)  <--~ Q E WFS(P) .  
But this gives us a nice characterization of the standard well-founded semantics. 
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Corollary 5.1 (Character izat ion of  WFS).  WFS is the weakest semantics (for ~:on- 
disjunctive programs) satisfying GFPE, elimination o f  tautologies, elimination o f  non- 
minimal rules and positive and negative reduction. 
In fact, the el imination of  non-minimal  rules is not even necessary. Of  course, the 
well- founded semantics allows this t ransformat ion,  but we can compute the well- 
founded model without it (see Section 5.5 below). At  this point we can already note 
the fol lowing simple algor i thm to compute the wel l - founded model via the residual 
program. 
Corollary 5.2 (Computat ion  of WFS) .  Let I TM be a non-disjunctive program. 
1. For every positive ground literal A: 
A E WFS(P)  ¢==~ (A *-- true) E res(P). 
2. For every negative ground literal not A: 
not A E WFS(P)  ~ A E heads(res(P)). 
5.2. Relation to disjunctive stable semantics 
The stable model semantics is also invar iant under our  transformations.  
Theorem 5.3 (STABLE allows our transformations) .  For all ground programs PI and 
e2, i f  PI t'-'~all P2, then PI and P2 have the same set o f  stable mob&is. 
The stable semantics is in fact a model-theoret ic semantics, which selects some 
models of  the given program, and not directly determines a set of  implied pure 
ground disjunctions. But it can be turned into a semantics as defined in Section 2. 
Q E STABLE(P)  : ~ I ~ Q for all stable models I of  Q. 
Since we know that the stable semantics al lows our t ransformat ions and we have 
defined D-WFS as the weakest semantics al lowing these transformations,  it immedi- 
ately follows that D-WFS is weaker than (or equal to) STABLE.  We can also say 
that D-WFS is an approx imat ion of  STABLE:  all consequences of  D-WFS are also 
consequences o f  STABLE,  but STABLE might al low to conclude more (and this is 
indeed the case, see below). 
Corollary 5,3 (D-WFS is weaker than STABLE) .  Let P be any (disflmctive) logic 
program. I f  Q E D-WFS(P) ,  then Q holds in all stable models o f  P. (And i f  P is 
stratified, these are exactly tile perfect models. ) 
The fol lowing example shows that D-WFS is indeed strictly weaker than 
STABLE,  even for stratified disjunctive programs. 
Example 5.1 (D-WFS is weaker than PERFECT) .  Consider the fol lowing stratified 
disjunctive logic program due to Ross: 
pVq.  
r *-- not p. 
r ~-- not q. 
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Here  his S -WFS s as well as our  semant ics  D-WFS leave r undef ined ,  because  p and q 
are undef ined .  In  cont ras t ,  the  per fect  mode l  semant ics  a l lows  to conc lude  r, wh ich  is 
requ i red  for  any  semant ics  hav ing  a real ly exc lus ive or.  
However ,  it depends  on  the  app l i ca t ion  whether  one  real ly wants  to conc lude  not  r 
or  not .  In  a s imi la r  example  due  to P rzymus insk i ,  p means  "go  to Aust ra l ia" ,  q 
means  "go  to  Europe" ,  and  r means  " 'cancel reservat ion" .  Here,  one  can cance l  
the  reservat ion  on ly  a f ter  the dec is ion  about  the journey .  
A d i rect  compar i son  w i th  the  per fect  mode l  semant ics  for  d i s junct ive  programs is 
not  poss ib le ,  because  unfo ld ing  can dest roy  a s t rat i f i cat ion  in thc  case o f  d i s junct ive  
programs.  For  non-d is junct ive  programs,  this obv ious ly  cannot  happen.  
Example  5.2 (GPPE  dest roys  s t ra t i f i ca t ionL  Cons ider  the fo l low ing  strat i f ied 
program:  
p, - -q .  
p ~-- not  q. 
qVr .  
It has  two  per fect  (Herbrand)  mode ls ,  namely  Ii :=  [p, q} and  ~ := {p, r}. 
But  now cons ider  what  happens  if  we app ly  GPPE to the body  l iteral q in the first 
rule: 
pVr .  
p ~ not  q.  
qVr .  
Th is  logic  p rogram is not  strat i f ied.  I f  we never the less  na ive ly  try to app ly  the defi- 
n i t ion  o f  the per fect  mode l ,  we f ind that  this p rogram has no  per fect  mode l .  
The  s tab le  mode l  semant ics  does  not  have  these prob lems,  1~ and  h are the  two  
stab le  mode ls  o f  the first as well  as the second program.  
5.3. Re la t ion  to  s ta t i c  semant ics  
Przymus ink i ' s  stat ic  semant ics  [49] is de f ined  for  a rb i t ra ry  theor ies  in the auto -  
ep is temic  logic  o f  bel iefs (AEB) .  Th is  is a much larger  c lass than  the c lass o f  d i s junc -  
t ive logic  p rograms.  However ,  we con jec tured  for  qu i te  some t ime that  the stat ic  
semant ics  wou ld  be equ iva lent  o our  D-WFS on  the restr ic ted omain  o f  d i s junct ive  
logic  p rograms and  pure  ground d is junct ions  as consequences  (wi th  each negat ive  
l i teral  not  A t rans la ted  to .~(--, d) ) .  For  instance,  the  stat ic  semant ics  never  d i rect ly  
assumes  a d i s junct ion  o f  be l ie f  l i terals - .8( - ,  p)  V .~(--, q) fo l lows f rom a d i s junct ive  
The strong well-founded model introduced in Ref. [51] at first looked very similar to our D-WFS. 
However, it can have a strange behaviour as demonstrated by the example P ~- {p v q , -  r, p v r, r ,-- p}. 
Here the strong well-founded model contains notp. This is derivable neither by the GCWA nor by the 
perfect model semantics and is also a counterexample to Theorem 5.2 in Ref. [51]. This example 
furthermore shows that unfolding is not possible in S-WFS. We tried to slightly modify the definition of S- 
WFS in order to avoid this counterexample (by removing to asymmetry between the deduction rules Si 
and S2 in Ref, [51]L but the modified semantics nevertheless does not allow unfolding, 
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logic program under the static semantics if and only if a lready .~(-, p) or :~(--1 q) fol- 
lows by itself. In this way, the static semantics behaves very similarly to our  D-WFS.  
Of  course, in more general belief theories it is possible to express the exclusiv~ or in 
the form .~(~ V--,q). 
But even for the restricted class of  belief theories and queries corresponding to dis- 
junctive logic programs it turned out that D-WFS is strictly weaker than the static 
semantics (the failure of  our conjecture was first noted by Przymusinski) .  
Example 5.3. Consider the fol lowing logic program: 
pVq.  
qVr .  
S ~-- not  p .  
s V t ~- not r. 
This program is a residual program, so in part icular not t does not fol low under our  
D-WFS.  However,  it does follow under the static semantics: in all minimal models, p 
and r are either both true or both false. So the static semantics implies 
(not;)) *-- (not r). But with this impl icat ion it becomes clear that t never needs to 
be true in any minimal model, because if not r is true, then not p and therefore s
are also true. 
However,  the static semantics allows our t ransformat ions (/ f  the possible conse- 
quences are restricted to pure positive and pure negative disjunctions, see above). 
So D-~,VFS can at least be seen as an approx imat ion of  the static semantics: i f  
Q E D-WFS(P) ,  then Q is z~lso contained in the least static expansion of  P. The re- 
lation to the static semantics is more thoroughly  investigated in Ref. [8]. 
5.4. Rektt ion h, GCWA 
The generalized closed world assumpt ion GCWA [44] is defined only for positive 
programs (disjunctive programs without negative body literals). Again, for our  
t ransformat ions this is no problem, because if they are applied in the "'forward direc- 
t ion" ,  they never introduce new negative literals. It is easy to see that the GCWA 
allows all our  transformations:  as the GCWA looks only at minimal models, it sat- 
isfies unfolding, el imination of  tautologies and el imination of  non-minimal  rules by 
Theorem 4.2. Positive and negative Reduct ion are trivial ly satisfied, because they 
are never applicable for positive programs. By Corol lary 4.3, this means that 
GCWA(P)  = GCWA(res (P ) ) ,  where res(P) is a set of  minimal positive disjunctions. 
It is easy to see that GCWA in this case agrees with D-WFS:  
Theorem 5.4 (D-WFS extends GCWA) .  Let  P be a posit'lye program and Q be a 
negative ground l i teral  Then we have 
Q ~ D-WFS(P)  ¢=¢- Q ~ GCWA(P) .  
Why do we require Q being a negative literal and not an arbitrary pure disjunc- 
tion? The original definition of  GCWA in Ref, [44] only declares a set of  certain neg- 
ative literals to be derivable. The set of  derivable positive disjunctions is taken as 
those that are true in all minimal models (see Section 4.2). Therefore our theorem 
remains true if Q is any positive ground disjunction. 
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Can we also compute negative pure dis junct ions other than just negative literals? 
For  example it makes sense to derive not p v not  q from the program p V q because 
not p v not q holds in all minimal  models. In fact, this is called the EGCVlA  [40]. Al- 
though we do not fol low this idea here, it is quite simple to use the residual program 
for comput ing EGCWA.  We just declare all those not A~ V . . .  V not d~ to be deriv- 
able, such that Az V . . -  VA,  is subsumed by a clause in res(P) .  
5.5. A weak  version o f  the dis junctive WFS 
D-WFS as well as GCWA al low the el imination of  non-minimal  rules. For  in- 
stance, in the program 
pVq.  
p. 
it is possible to remove the first dis junct ion and to conclude not q. It has been argued 
that some appl icat ions need a really inclusive interpretat ion of  " 'v",  so that the ne- 
gation of ground atom A should not be assumed if A appears in the head of  an ap- 
plicable rule. For  suzh appl ications, the "weak GCWA"  was defined [52,50]~ 
It is possible to define a similar version of our D-WFS,  which w,~ call WD-WFS.  
We simply replace the reduct ion operator  R by a weaker ~ersion which does not re- 
move non-minimal  condit ional  facts. 
Definition 5.1 (Weak reduct ion operator) .  For any set F of  condit ional  facts, let 
Rw~k(F) := {~'/ ,-- not ( ~ N heads(F) )  [ .~1 +-- not ~ E F, and 
there is no .~/' ~-- true E F with .~'  Cc$}. 
As is the case for the original reduction operator  R, the total number  of  atoms oc- 
curr ing in F is reduced in each step so that the whole process must come to an end 
after finitely many steps. 
Definition 5.2 (Weak  residual  p rogram) .  Let P be any logic program, and 
let F0:=lfp(T, . , ) ,  Fi :-----Rweak(Fi-t), and n E f~ with Fn =F , , - i .  Then we call 
w-res(P) := F ,  the weak residual program of  P. 
Definition 5.3 (WD-WFS). The semantics WD-WFS is defined by: 
WD-WFS(P)  := known(w-res (P ) ) .  
So this is only an operat ional  definit ion of  WD-WFS.  It might seem at first that 
WD-WFS can be characterized as the weakest semantics which allows unfolding, 
el imination of  tautologies, and positive and negative reduction. However, it turns 
out that WD-WFS as well as WGCWA do not allow the el imination of tautologies: 
pVq~- -p .  
p. 
Here the first rule is a tautology,  but it i~ i:,aportant for WD-WFS and WGCWA,  
because it blocks the assumpt ion of  the negation not q. 
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The el imination of  tautologies is used to show the equivalence o f  lfp(Te) to the 
original program, so Coro l lary 4.1 is not appl icable to the WGCWA.  However,  it 
is easy to show directly WGCWA(P)= WGCWA( I fp (Te) ) .  Since the reduction 
operator  does noth ing for positive programs, we get immediately the fol lowing 
theorem. 
Theorem 5.5 (WD-WFS extends WGCWA) .  Let  P be a posit ive program and Q 
be a posit ive ground disjunction or negatis:e ground literal. Then we have 
Q E WD-WFS(P)  4----> Q E WGCWA(P) .  
WD-WFS also agrees with the wel l - founded semantics on non-disjunctive prom 
grams. This shows, that in order to compute the wel l - founded model, it is not nec- 
essary to el iminate non-min imal  rules. 
Corollary 5.4 (Computat ion  of' WFS) .  Let  P be any non-disjunctive pragram. 
1. For every posit ive ground literal ,4: 
A E WFS(P)  ~-~. (A *-- true) E w-res(P).  
2. For every negative ground literal not A: 
not A E WFS(P)  ~ A ~ heads(w-res(P)) .  
Let ~-, := ~--*v u ~--~r U ~--~p U ~--,,v. F rom Theorem 4.1 and Definit ion 1 it im- 
mediately follows that P ~--,'w-res (P) for every ground program P. However, this re- 
writ ing system does not have the nice confluence property:  from the program 
p . - - -pA  not q. 
p. 
we can get to the two irreducible programs Pj = {p} and P, = {p,  p ,--- not q} (and 
P2 would be the weak residual program). 
6. Computational properties 
In this section, we will make a few short comments on the computat ional  aspects 
of  our  approach.  We have investigated the computat ion o f  the residual program in 
more detail  in Ref. [3] for disjunctive programs and in Ref. [13] for non-disjunctive 
programs. 
It seems that every query evaluat ion a lgor i thm which is able to handle non-strat-  
ified programs has to delay negative ground literals under certain condit ions. For  in- 
stance, this is done in Refs. [20-23]. We believe that it is an important  feature of  our  
approach that such delaying and the whole computat ion can be understood on the 
source code level. O f  course, specialized ata structures can be useful for improving 
the efficiency, but they are not necessary for understanding the correctness o f  the 
method. 
Our  a lgor i thm has a strong relation to the classical a l ternat ing fixpoir~t procedure, 
which was used in Ref. [43] for bot tom-up computat ion of the (non-disjunctive) 
WFS.  More precisely, they restrict the c,~nditional facts to the head literal and a 
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one bit indication whether there is a non-trivial body or not. This is done by man- 
aging two versions of every predicate: the certainly true facts and the possibly true 
facts. Of  course, this is a loss of  information, but it can be compensated by recom- 
puting the conditional facts for every step of the reduction phase. In Ref. [43], also 
the optimization is used that they start with the computat ion of certainly true facts, 
and then the first computation of the possibly true facts can be combined already 
with the first reduction. 
Even for non-disjunctive programs, there can be exponentially many derivable 
conditional facts in some ~are circumstances. Since it is known that the WFS can 
be computed in polynomial time, it is l~ot acceptable to compute the complete re- 
sidual program first. However, if the residual program is only used as an interme- 
diate step for computing stable models, the possible exponential growth is not a big 
problem, since already for non-disjunctive programs, the stable semantics is NP- 
complete. A solution for avoiding the exponential growth, invented by Chen and 
Warren for their SLG-resolution [20-23], is to delay not only negative liberals, 
but also positive literals which depend on already delayed negative literals. This 
idea has been adapted to our approach, and a practical algorithm for cort~puting 
the well-founded model of non-disjunctive programs has been presented in Refs. 
[16,60]. The algorithm consists in applying our transformations positive and nega- 
tive reduction, success, failure, and a Loop-Detection Rule (which is a special case 
of  GPPE). All these transformations are of linear complexity and the corresponding 
algorithm is provably better than Van Geld~r's alternating fixpoint opera:or. We 
consider it as an interesting result that our framework also lead us to such an effi- 
cie~t algorithrn. 
It is interesting that positive and negative Reduction and the corresponding oper- 
ators for the evaluation of delayed positive body literals in trivial cases ("success'" 
and "'failure") exactly correspond to the least fixpoint of Fitting's ~p operator (see 
Theorem 2.3) used in some implementations of the WFS [46,55]. It must be noted, 
however, that delaying positive literals leads to the problem of  positive loops, and 
current solutions are neither elegant nor very efficient. In the approach presented 
here, this problem simply does not occur. 
An important optimization of  our approach is to interleave the computation of 
derived conditional facts with the reductions. If we know already that a ground atom 
A is true, it is not necessary to derive a conditional fact containing not  A.  If we know 
already that A is false, we can immediately evaluate not  A to true, i.e. it is not nec- 
essary to delay the body literal. The number of ground atoms we know already to 
be true or false can be improved by ordering the computation according to the pred- 
icate dependencies. It is possible to compute the residual program locally for every 
strongly connected component of the program. For instance, for non-disjunctive 
stratified programs, it is never necessary to actually delay any negative body literal 
(as in the standard approach). It follows from our confluence results that optimiza- 
tions changing the order of the application of the transformations are possible. 
Finally, as for any bot tom-up algorithm, we need some variant of the magic-set 
rewriting tt.chnique to make it goal-directed. For non-disjunctive programs this 
should not be very difficult, for disjunctive programs this is currently under research. 
However, it depends on the semantics whether such a transformation is possible at 
all. For instance, the STABLE semantics violates the "'relevance" property [33,5], so 
in general, a goal-directed computation is not pos~,ible. 
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7, Conclusions 
In this paper, we have. presented a general approach to define semantics for dis- 
junctive logic programs imply by postulat ing some prope~cs .  A l though we applied 
this f ram~vork  to a part icular set of  t ransformat ions,  our  method is not restricted to 
these: we can also handle comp3, WFSc ,  STABLE and WGCWA (see Section 2.4). 
In Refs~ [34,35,2] still more transformation-rules are investigated. 
The result ing semantics D-WFS turned out to be interesting, because it extends 
WFS and GCWA,  and because of  its strong relation to Przymusinski 's  static seman- 
tics, and the similarity to Ross's S-WFS. Furthermore.  D-WFS is weaker than the 
disjunctive stable model semantics, so it gives no insensible conclusions. 
Besides the abstract definit ion o f  our semantics, we were also able to develop a 
bot tom-up query evaluat ion a lgor i thm for it. It is important  o note that a l though 
our definition of  Partial  Evaluat ion was given on instantiated programs, our  bot- 
tom-up procedure works on non-ground programs. Our  computat ion  of  the residual 
program uses only the given semantical properties and can also be used for other se- 
mantics having these properties (e.g. the disjunctive stable semantics and the static 
semartics).  
In fact, we proved that the validity of  this computat ion  is equivalent o the given 
semantical properties, which is all astonishing result: it was not clear from the begin- 
ning, that a part icular bot tom-up pi'ocedure can be l inked to a set of  declarative 
t ransformat ion rules. 
Our  approach is based on the not ion of  condit ional  facts, developed independent-  
ly by Bry and Dung and Kanchansut .  The delaying o f  negative body literals is ~2-so 
implicit in many query evaluat ion algorithms. It is nice that we can do this on the 
level of  programs, and not on the level o f  imp lememat iona l  data-structures: we believe 
that such an approach greatly enhances the ge~,eral understanding of the algorithms. 
Once the details are hidden in low-level data-structures, a real understanding is much 
more difficult. 
As a byproduct  of  our approach,  we have a character izat ion of the standard WFS 
as the weakest semantics al lowing unfolding (GPPE),  el imination of  tautologies, and 
positive and negative reduction. Similar results hold for GCWA,  STABLE,  WFSc  
and comp3. In fact, suitable subsets of  our  t ransformat ions can be applied directly 
to programs to compute a residual program in a very efficient way (for WFS and 
comp3). Queries can then be answered immediately f~'om the residual program by 
using the identity in Definit ion 2.5. The underlying reason for this is the confluence 
of  these calculi: a topic which is not investigated h: this article (see Ref. [6]). 
A simple prototype of our  approach is available. 6 Of  course, the a lgor i thm can be 
further optimized, this is subject of  our future research. We are also interested to ap- 
ply this f ramework to other semantics, and have already some results for the disjunc- 
tive stable semantics [3]. 
6 ftp:liftp.informatik.uni-hannover.delsofiwarelindex.html. 
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Appendix A. Proofs o f  theorems from Section 3 
Proof  o f  Lemma 3.2. 
!. Because of  the allowedness, the variables are completely instantiated in the 
cc:mputation of  condit ional facts. So the same condit ional facts are computed based 
on P and on ground(P). Therefore, the inpt, t to the second phase of  the computat ion 
is the same, so the resulting residual program is also identical. 
2. The possibility of  right weakening is obvious from the definition. 
3. Let ,~/*-  true be in P. Then it is also contained in lfp(Tp) and the only reason 
why it might not be in the resulting residual program is that there is a disjunctive fact 
.~/' ~ true in the residual program with ,~/' c s / .  In both cases we get ,~'/E ,~,,s(P). 
4. Let ,4 be a ~-ground atom with A ~ heads(P). The derived disjunctive facts can 
contain only head literals already present in P, so A ~ heads(Ifp(Te)). The reduction 
operations also introduce no new head literals, and we get A ~ heads(res(P)). But 
this means that not A E .~,,~(P). [] 
Proof  o f  Lemma 3.3. The proof  is by induction on the number of  applications n of  
the operator R to compute res(F). However, we need to prove a slightly stronger 
induction hypothesis, namely in addit ion to res(F) = res(F') we also prove that F' 
never needs more reduction steps than F. 
There is nothing to prove for n = 0, because ifres(F) :- F, then there is no F' with 
F ~-~M~v F'. Let us assume in the following that res(F) ~ F. 
For the inductive step, we first show that F ~-~,~tev F' implies R(F) ~-~t~R (F'): 
F ~ <____ 1. Suppose that F ~-~M and that the condit ional fact o~ not ~' was deleted. If 
we apply the reduction operator once, .~ ,-- not 4 is of course deleted. Otherwise 
R(F) and R(F') agree, except that heads(F) ~ heads(F') might hold because of the 
addit ional rule ~d ,-- not 4" in F. This means that the only difference between R(F) 
and R(F') is that some negative body literals have not been evaluated to true because 
they occurred in .el. Therefore, we have R(F) ~-**e R (F'). 
2. Let F ~-,e F' and let the body literal not A with A ¢ heads(F) be evaluated to 
true in .s¢ ~ not ~. Obviously, not A is also evaluated to true by the operator R. 
There are only two possibilities why R(F) and R(F') might differ: First, the rule 
, -  not(~ - {not A}) can eliminate more non-minimal rules than .~/,-- not ~.. Sec- 
ond, if c6 = not A, it is possible that in R(F') rules are deleted containing ~g~" in the 
body. Thus, we again have R(F) ~-,'~IpNR (F'). 
3. Let F ~--~,v F' and let ~¢ ,-- not ~ be deleted because of ,~/' ~ true. Of course, the 
first application of  the reduction operator also deletes ,~d ~ not ~, but as in the first 
case, it is possible that heads(F) ~ heads(F'). Thus we again have R(F) ~--~*pR (F'). 
So now we have R(F) ~-,~w, vR (F'). Let F0 := R(F), El_ I ~-~MPN Fi, and F,,, = R(F'). 
By applying the induction hypothesis the first time, we get res(F.~) = res(Ft ) and that 
F~ does not need more reduction steps than To. So we can apply the induction hy- 
pothesis iteratively and finally get res(Fo)=res(Fl)  . . . . .  res(F~), and thus 
res( F) = res( F'). 
" : : ! :51 :  
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By applying the inductive hypothesis iteratively, we also get that F,, = R(F') does 
not need more applications of  R than Fo = R(F). Since R(F) = F is excluded, we 
have also proven the second haIf of  the inductive proposit ion. [] 
Proof  o f  Lemma 3.4. Let Ai C A 2 and let Q E Dr(At) .  
1. If  Q is a positive disjtmction, this means there is ~o.,t" ~ not ~ E F such that 
c A~. But then also ~ C_ ,,~,5 holds. 
2. I f  Q is a rtegative disjunction, this means that there is not A E Q such t~.hat for 
every ~ ~-- not ~, E F with A E .sJ (at least) one of  the fol lowing two cases holds: 
* There is ,~" ~- A~ with .~1' C_ ~. But then ~r' is also contained in A,_ +. 
e There is .~/' ,-- not ~'  E F with ~'1" ~ ,_e/- A and (~' - A~-) C_ (~ - A~-), i.e. for 
every ,4' ~ ~'  ~th  .4' ~ A~-, we have ,4' E ~. But this condit ion gets only weaker 
if we replace A~ by the superset A2. [] 
Proof  o f  Theorem 3.1. Let F0 := F/O and Fi+t := r/known(ri). Obviously. we have 
that ," ~-~tt'N Fo and F+ v--+*+lPN Fi+l. But then it is clear that the number  of  occurr ing 
literals decreases in every step, so we must get a Fn which is irreducible with respect o 
~-+M~V, SO F,,+l = F,,. By Lemma 3.3, we have res(F) = res(Fn). Since F,, is irreducible, 
we have res(F,,) = In. It follows that res(F) = F,, and thus +~r,~(P) = known(F,) .  
The standard construct ion of  l fp(Dr) is (in this fin:~te case): A0 :=0,  
A++l := known(F/A+) until a fixpoint is reached. This means that F , -  F/A+ and 
Ai+I = known(F~) for all i t> 0. But since F,+l = F~, this also means An+2 = An-,.~, 
so lfp(Dr) -- A~+! = known(F,)  = known( res( F) ). This proves A e .... (P) =: Ifp(Dr). 
Since F,,+l-----F/known(F,,) = F~ = res(P), and known(F~)= Ifp(Dr), it follows 
that res(P) = r/lfp(Dr). [] 
Appendix  B. P roo f  o f  Theorem 4.1 
Our goal is to show that it is possible to reach !fp(Te) from P by a series o f  un- 
folding, weak unfolding and "'el imination of  tautology"-steps. The proof  would be 
much simpler if we did not care about non-minimal  condit ional  facts. However,  since 
this restriction is not noeded, and there are semantics, for which non-min imal  rules 
are relevant, we prove the stronger and more elegant result. Let us first look at some 
examples to illustrate the problems. 
Example  B,I. We once hoped that if P" results from P by unfolding, then 
Ifp(Te) = lfp(Tp,). This, howt.ver, does not hold. Let P be: 
pVq~- - - r .  
r*---q. 
qVr .  
For  this program, we get lfp(Tp) = {q V r ,p  V q, r ,p V r}. Now if we unfold r in the 
first rule, we replace this rule by 
pVq, - -q .  
pVq .  
Note that p v q ,--- q is a tautology, and in fact, this tautology is the source of  the 
problem: with it we can derive p v q v r which is not in lfp(Tp). 
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Example  11.2. In the above  example ,  it wou ld  have  been possible to s imply  e l iminate  
the  tauto logy  before  fu r ther  un fo ld ing  steps in o rder  to avo id  the der ivat ion  o f  the 
cr it ical  cond i t iona l  fact. But this is not  a lways  correct ,  because if  the program P itself 
conta ins  a tauto logy ,  e.g. 
pVq~- - -q .  
qVr .  
then we o f  course  have to app ly  the tauto logy  to get the cond i t iona l  fact p v q v r 
conta ined  in Ifp(Tp). 
Example  11.3. In fact, tauto log ies  can also occur  as in termed iate  results because 
unfo ld ing  in cont ras t  to hyper reso lu t ion  eva luates  only  one  body  l iteral at a t ime. 
Cons ider  for example  the fo l lowing program:  
p~qAr .  
qVr .  
rVs .  
I f  we unfo ld  the first body  l iteral, we get p v r ,--- r. Then  another  app l i cat ion  o f  
GPPE yields p v r V s, the result o f  hyper reso lu t ion .  
Lemma B. I .  Let  P be a ground logic progra~:z conta inbzg the two rules 
. , /  ~-- Bo A Bi A . . .  A B,, A not  c6'. 
Bo V .~/' *-- B' 1 A . . .  A B~, A not  c6'. 
Le t  19, conta in  in add i t ion  the rule which wouM resu l t . f i 'om ut~blding,  i.e. 
P' :=  PU ( . .~/U .c./') ~-- Bt A - - -A  B,,, A f t  t A - - .  ABi ,  Anot  (c6' U c~")}. 
I f  the added rate i.s" not  u tauto logy ,  then ifp(Tp,) c lfp(Te). 
Proof .  To  s impti fy tl'~e notat ion ,  we cons ider  on ly  the case w i thout  c6, ~6 ~'. This  is no 
real restr ict ion,  s ince ncgatix,:  body  l i terals can be moved into the heads  if they are 
d is t ingu ished by mal~ing thei~ pred,~eate ~ymbols  dis jo int  f rom the posit ive head and  
body  l iterals. 
Now le~_ tB  ew rule be appl ied to d is junct ive facts .e / , , i  = 1 . . . . .  m, and  
,t~/'i. j = 1 . . . . .  n. T,~en lhe resul t ing d is junct ive fact is 
l it  n 
.o.,,' u.o./°, J  U,...:.,', - t~,}.),~, U( .~/ ' , -  {e ;} ) .  ( . )  
i'=~1 .i:-" ~ 
Now we ha~.'e to d ist inguish several  cases to show that  this cond i t iona l  fact is also 
der ivab le  ir~ P. Each  case fills a ho le  in the preced ing  case. 
1. The  na~t~r-~! idea to der ive this d is junct ive  fact wou ld  be to first app ly  the rule 
B0 V ,~/' ,-- B'~ A --- A B~, and get 
tr 
{B,,} u..v' uU(. % - {,~',}). 
We then enter  this for Bo into .~./,-- Bo A B~ A • • • A B,,,. Th is  results in 
n m 
.~ /u  (.~v' - {8, ,})  u U( .o / ' ;  - b~'~. 8,, }) u U( .o / ,  - {8 ,} ) .  
j - , I  i= l  
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Of  course,  ,~7' does not  conta in  B0, so this set-dif ference is effectless and  ( ,~'  - {B0}) 
~7~;  " . can  be simpli f ied to ,~/'. However ,  we have to assume that  the .  ¢ -, j = I , . .  , n, do  not  
conta in  B0 (or  that  B~ = B0) in o rder  to real ly get (*). Th is  hole is t reated in case 2. 
! I 2. Now we assume that  B0 E .~/j and  B0 :# B~ for at least one  1 < j ~< n. Wi thout  
loss of" genera l i ty ,  we can choose  j = 1 to s impl i fy the notat ion .  Then  we first app ly  
the rule ,el  ~-- Bo A B= A . . .  A B,,, and enter  .~/'~ for the body  l iteral B0. This  results in 
m 
.o,, u ( -G  - {e , ,} )  u U(.-,-/, - {~,}  1. 
i=1  
Since B0 # B't, the generated  is junct ive fact conta ins  B~. There fore ,  we can insert it 
into B0 V .~/' ~-- B't A . . -  A B~,. This  gives 
{ ao } o ..~/' u ( .~ / -  { a; }) u (.,/', - { B,,, B; }) 
uO( .o / ,  - {8,,  8~ }) u 0 (.o/'~ - {8'~}). 
i ' - t  j 2 
Now let us check  that  this is equ iva lent  o  (*). First,  {Bo} U (.-of t -- {B0, B' I }) can be 
simpl i f ied to .e f  t - {B' t}, s ince B0 E ~e/' i and  B0 # B' I . Second,  ~e/cannot  conta in  B' t, 
s ince o therwise  the combined  rule wou ld  be a tauto logy .  However ,  we have to as- 
sume now that  B' ! ~ ,~,/~ or  B't = B, for  i = 1 . . . . .  m {otherwise see case 3). Then  
the above  express ion is equ iva lent  o ( , ) .  
/ I 3. The  cur rent  s i tuat ion is as fol lows: B0 E .~// and  Bo ~ B i for  at least one  
! <~j<<_n, fu r thermore  B9 E ,o,/, and  B~ #: Bi for at least one I ~<i~< ,t,. Aga in ,  w i thout  
loss o f  genera l i ty ,  we can cboose j  = I and  i -- I. Then  we first enter  ~r/t for  B'j in the 
rule B0 V . e l  ,--- B'  I A . . .  A B~,,. This  results in 
{...} {B; , 
j 2 
Since B' I ~ Bl, the generated  is junct ive Fact conta ins  Bi. There fore .  we can insert it 
for  B= in the rule .~-/,-- B.  A B~ A • • • A B.,. and  insert .~./', For B0. The  result is 
.~ /u(~4 ' ,  - {Bo})u({&} - {B , l )u ( .~/ '  - {B , l )u ( .o / ,  - 18~,B ,})  
st n,t 
uU( . ; . / '~-  {a~. ,B ,} )u  U(..,-./ .~- {B ,}) .  
j -2  i=-=~ 
N,~w let us check  that  this is indeed equ iva lent  o (*). First,  we a l low no  dup l icate  
body  l iterals, so Bo #. BI, therefore  the term {B0} - {B~ } entai ls  that  B0 is conta ined  
in the result,  and  we a l ready know that  it is also conta ined  in (*). Second,  we 
have  ,4;  - {Bo} instead o f ,o / '  i - {B~ }. But the result a l ready conta ins  Bo, so the set- 
di f ference has no effect on  the total  result,  and  (*) a lso conta ins /~l  (because B' i E .~/~ 
and B~ # Bi), so it is correct  that  the result conta ins  B' ! (since B'] # B0). Th i rd ,  ~1' 
cannot  conta in  B~, since o therwise  the combined  rule wou ld  be a tauto logy,  Four th ,  
we e l iminate  B'~ f rom ,e/l, but  it is still conta ined  in the result as exp la ined  above.  Fi-  
nal ly,  we have to assume that  Bi ~ ,~,/~ (or  else Bt = B~) for j = 2 . . . . .  n (see case 4). 
4. Now,  the remain ing  little hole can  be descr ibed as fol lows: as in case 3, we have 
Bo E ~,  B0 # B~ and B'= E .e/t, B~ # Bn. Now in add i t ion ,  there is a 2<~j<~n,  with 
Bt E ,~/~ and Bi # B~.. To  s impl i fy the notat ion ,  we choose  j = 2. In this case, we 
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first apply the rule d ~-- B0 A BI /x - • - A Bm and insert d '  I for B0 and d'_, for BI. This 
results in 
m 
.~  u (..,e; - {80}) u (.~¢~ - {B, }) u U(~, , ,  - {B ,} ) .  
i=2 
Now we apply the rule B0 V ~¢' ~-- B~ h - - .  A B' n and insert ~Ji for B' I and the above 
constructed isjunctive fact for B[. (Since B[ # BI, the constructed isjunctive fact 
really contains B[.) The result is 
(8o} u.~,'u (~,, - {B', }) u (~  - {~})  
~t3 (~,-  {B,,B'}) u 0 (.~'; - {8;~). 
i=2 j=3  
Now the result contains 
Q B 0,  
e B1, since Bi E .z/t and B' I ~ Bi, 
e B~ since B~ E ~¢'t, B0 ~ B' l and B~ ~ B' i (we allow no duplicate body iiterals). 
So set-differences with these atoms have no effect. Next, ~/ -  {B~,} = .z/, since 
B[ E ,~/ would make the combined rule a tauto logy By applying these simplifica- 
tions, we get: 
{Bo} u o~" u ~,', u .~ u (.z/; - {B;_}) u (.~'., - {B'_, }) 
m n 
uU (~, ' , -  {B,,B'}) u U(.~;. - {B;.}). 
i=2  j=3  
Note that also (*) contains 
• B0 (since B0 E ,~/'t and B0 ¢ B'I ), 
• B~ ISi~cc Bi C ,~,/~ and Bi ~ if,), and 
• B] (since B'~ E ,~¢1 and B'~ ~ B~). 
Therefore, in order to get from the above expression to (,) ,  we only need the follow- 
ing assumptions: B~, ~ ,~¢] and B" ~ ~ (or B~ = Bi) for i = 2 . . . .  , m (otherwise see 
case 5). 
5. The current situation is as follows: The resulting disjunctive fact ( ,)  contains 
• B0 (because B0 E ~¢], B0 ~ B]), 
• B' I (because B' ! E ~dl, B' I :A Bt), 
• Bz (because B! E at'_,, Bt # B[), and 
• B', (because ither B', ~ -~/'t, B; ~ B't or B" 6 sty, 2 <~ i ~< m, B" ~ BD. 
I f  we apply the rules as in case 1 (i.e. in the most natural way), our only risk is to lose 
B0. Let the result be .~t~. Next, we apply the rules as in case 3. This time, we mav lose ^ 
B~. Let the result be~'_,. Since B0 ~ B ' t ,~  contains B'I, and since Bt ~ B[, ~¢~ con- 
tains B'. Therefore, we can insert .~)~ and ~,  for B] and B',_ into 
B,  V ,~1'+--B', A B'~ A . - -A  B',,. The result surely contains B0, and also B~ (from 
,~1, - {B'~ }), as well as B' t (from .~)_, -- {B[}), and B / (from ~)t -- {B'I } or directly 
if B[ = Bo). The rest of  ( . )  was already contained in the intermediate result and sim- 
ply carries through. I-1 
Lemma B.2. Let  P be an instant iated logic p rogram containing a rule 
~1 *-- Bo A BI A . . .  A Bm A not ~ 
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and a cond i t iona l  fac t  Bo V ~ '  ~-- not  ~ ' .  Le t  
P' :---- PU  {(~/U ~e/') ~ t/i A . . .  A Bm A not  (:E U c~')}. 
Then lfp(T~) C_ lfp(T,). 
Proof. This  is trivial: if something is derivable using the new rule, then we can also 
use the old rule with the condit ional  fact. [] 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We have to construct lfp(Tp) from the ground instant iat ion of  
P by using only unfolding, weak unfolding, and el imination of  tautologies. Note that 
ground(P)  is finite because of  our restrictions on 5.,. 
1. First, we apply weak unfolding until noth ing changes. However,  directly after 
every appl icat ion of weak unfolding, we delete every newly generated tautology, 
which did not result from applying a condit ional  fact. Therefore, the added rules 
do not increase the set of  derivable condit ional  facts by Lemma B.I and Lemma 
B.2. This means in part icular that all generated condit ional  facts are contained in 
lfp(rp). 
On the other hand, every condit ional  fact in lfp(Te) is generated: for instance, con- 
sider the rule ,~' ~-- B! A --- A B, A not :e l  applied to condit ional  facts ~' i  ~- not~i .  
The result contained in lfp(Te) is 
.~/uU(.~/,- {B,}) ,- not z:uU:~, . 
i : I  ~1 
By apply ing GPPE to the first body literal, we get 
o~' o ( : /~  - {B~})  ~ B,_ A . . .  /x t~, A not ( 'g  O "~,). 
Next, we apply GPPE to B., in this rule, and insert ~/2 ~-- not  rg2. And so on. 
2. Second, we delete all rules which still have positive body literals by apply ing 
unfolding. In order to do this, we first delete all tautologies (we also delete immedi- 
ately any tautology which is later generated). Since there are no tautologies, unfold- 
ing some positive body literal generates only rules without this body literal. And  
once this body literal has vanished from all rules in the program, it can never be in- 
troduced again by unfolding. Therefore, all occurr ing positive body literals can be 
el iminated one after the other. Note also that no rules are created which are not al- 
ready contained in the program due to the first phase. Therefore, the set of  condi-  
t ional facts does not increase, and after all other rules are el iminated, lfp(Te) 
remains. [] 
Appendix C. Proofs of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, and Theorem 4.2 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. The immediate consequence operator  Tp for condit ional  facts is 
very similar to the hyperresolut ion operator.  More  specifically, it is identical in the 
case of  positive logic programs. Let us define /3 for a logic program P to be the 
positive logic program arising from the translat ion of  every rule 
AI  v . . . v ,4~- ~-- B l  A . , - A Bm A nOt Ci  A . . . A not  Cn 
into 
A~ V---VAkVC'~ V--.VC',,,'---B, A---AB,,,, 
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where C,. is an atom with a new predicate symbol. Now let /~ :---- lfp(T/~), i.e. the dis- 
junctive facts derivable by hyperresolution. Then the translation back into condi- 
tional facts gives exactly F = lfp(T,.,): Since the new atoms did not occur in any 
rule body, they did not participate in the resolution. 
But for hyperresolut ion we know a correctness and completeness result, namely 
that it only computes disjunctive facts which are logical consequences o f /5  and that 
it computes at least all minimal such disjunctive facts (minimal with respect o C if 
we view such facts as sets of  atoms): See. e.g., Ref. [12]. LI 
Proof  of  Lemma 4.2. So let Pl ~--'u P2 and suppose that unfolding was applied to the 
atom B in the rule .¢~,/~-- (.~ t_J {B}) U not c~,. 
In order to show that P~ and P_~ have the same minimal models, we tirst show that 
a minimal  model of  Pi is also a model of  P_~ and vice versa: 
• Let / be a model  of  P~ (we do not need the minimal ity in this direction). Since the 
combined rules are logical consequences of the old rules. 1 is also a model of  P:. 
• Let new I be a minimal  model  of  ~ .  The only rule of  P~ which is not also con- 
tained in ~ (and thus could be possibly viol~':ed) is .~/--- (.~ u {B}) LJ not ~.  Sup- 
pose that 1 would violate this rule. Then every body literal including B would be 
true in 1 and every head literal would be talse. Consider the interpretation 10with 
10 ~ B. but which otherwise agrees with I. Since 1 is a ~rtinimal model o1"~ and/q~ 
is smaller, Ic~ cannot be a model of  ~ .  Since 1~, differs only in the truth value of  B 
from the model  l o f  P_,, it must violate a rule with B in the head (remember that 
our models assign independent  truth values to positive and negative literals, so the 
truth value of  not B is the same in 1 and/~). This rule must already be contained in 
P~ (if it were one of  the rules resulting from the unfolding step. we had B E ~-.,/, 
contradict ing the assumption that 1 violates the unfolded rule). So the rule which 
I0 violates is one of  the rules about B in P~, say ..~/ - -  .~' A m~t '~'. This means that 
~ ' :s false in 1.. and thus .~ 'Anot  6 is true in I~ and thus in I. Fur thermore -~/ 
.~.',/' - {B} is false in /. But then / violates the combined rule: 
• r ' , /U (..':'/' -- {e})  ",-- ( .~  U .~") A ("f;, A rf;,). 
This is impossible, since I was assumed to be a model of  P_,. 
Now we show that th~ minimal models ~,,"ce. We only show the direction that a min- 
imal model  of  P~ is also a minimal model  of  P_,. The other direction is completely 
analogous with />t and P_, interchanged. 
Let I be a minimal model  of  Pt. We have shown above that it is a model  of ~ .  If 
there were a smaller model  I' of  P_,, there would also be a minimal model I" of  
smaller than (or equal to) 1' and thus smaller than I. But as shown above. I" would 
be a model  of  Pi, contradict ing the asxumed minimality o f / .  E 
Lemma C . I .  Let  ,°1 and  ~ he dist inct g round programs whit'h are both h'rethtt'ihle 
with respect 1o ut~'oldittg attd e l im#utt ion o f  non-mhth~ud roles. Then there is an 
h~terpretation which is a oth~b~tal mode l  o f  one o /  these prograo~s, httt trot o./" the 
other. 
Proof. Since unfolding is not applicable to Pi and P,. they cannot  contain rules with 
positive body literals. So PL and P2 consist only of  condit ional  facts. Since the 
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programs are distinct, there must be a condit ional  fact ,~1 ~ not~$ , which is 
contained only in one program, but not in the other, it is possible to choose 
~1 ,-- not r6' such that the other program does also not contain a condit ional  fact 
.el' ~-  not ~t  with .~,1' c_ ..,-I and ~6' c ~(, (if there were such a .~'1' ~ not qg', we would 
use it as the dist inguishing condit ional  fact: the first program cannot contain 
, J  ~--not  ~6" with .¢,t" C .~,/' and ~6"c  c(,, since then .el" c .el and cg,, c r6 
contradict ing the irreducibil ity with respect to the el imination of  non-min imal  
Without  loss of  generality let us assume thai ,°1 contains .~-1 ~-- not r(;, and P_, does 
not contain any condit ional  fact .el' ~ not ~6' witla .~'1' C .~'1 and ~6' C ~(,. Then let 1 
be the interpretation which not c~ true, all other negative literals false, and .~-1 false, 
and all other positive literals true. Obviously, I is a model  of  P_~: if a conoit ional  fact 
.el' +-- not c6" in ~ were violated, it would satisfy .-,-1' c ~ol and c( /c  r6, but such con- 
dit ional facts do not occur in P_~. 
Now let 1, be a minimal model  of  ~ smaller than (or equal to) I. But 10 violates 
the condit ional  fact .el ~ not c~ in ,°1" the negative body literals are interpreted as in 
I, so not ~(,' is true, and the interpretation of the positive literals can only switch from 
true to false, so .el remains false. [] 
Proof of Theorem 4.2 
I. Let ,~ be a semantics which allows unfelding, el imination of  tautologies and 
el imination of  non-minimal  rules. Farther  let z% and P_, be any logic programs which 
have the same set o f  minimal models. For  i : 1,2, let Fi := ifp(Te,) and F~ result 
from F, by el imination of  all non-minimal  rules. Then ground(P i )  ~--'mmoa F~ by The- 
orem 4.1. Since minimal  models are not changed by unfolding (Lemma 4.2), elimi- 
nation of  tautologies and el imination of  nonmin imal  rules, F' t has the same 
minimal models as Pl,  and F'~ has the same minimal models  as ~.  But since 
P! and P_, agree in their minimal models, so do F' t and F' .  But then Lemma C.I 
tells us that F' I :-F',._ Since .~/' also allows ~~mmod- we get -~(P i )= -~'tF')x i = 
.,/" ( r "  ) = .~" (P,_ ). 
2. Suppose that .,.r looks only at the minimal models of  the programs. Then it ob- 
viously allows unfolding, el imination of  tautologies, and el imination of  nonmin imal  
rules because these transformations do not change the set of  minimal models o f  a 
program: for unfolding, this was proven in Lemma 4.2. The other transformations 
are equivalence transformations,  which do not change the models at all. [] 
Appendix D. Proof of Theorem 4.3 
Lemma D.I.  Let  Pt and  P,  be ground h~gic programs with PI ~-"mmc, d P2 (i.e. P2 results 
f rom ut![bkting, weak  unJbkting, e l indnat ion t~" tautologit:v or el itnhlation o f  non-  
min imal  rules). Then les(P! ) = res(P, ) .  
Proof. Let Fi be the condit ional facts derivable from PL, i.e. Fi := Ifp(Tp, ), and ir~ be 
those derivable from P_,. In the case of  unfolding, Lemma 4.2 tells us that PI and P_~ 
have the same minimal models. The other transformations ~'w,  ~-'r, ~->M are 
equivalence transforraations and do not change the models at all. Then, by Lemma 
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4.1, F: and F2 contain the same minimal condit ional facts, a l though they might differ 
in non-minimal  condit ional facts (see Example B. l). 
Let F0 result from Fl by removing all nonminimal  tacts. Then we obviously have 
Ft ~-~t F0, and, as shown above, F2 ~--*~ Fo. But now Lemma 3.3 gives us 
res(r~ ) = res ( ro )  = res(r , . )  and therefore res(P, ) = res (~) .  [] 
Proof  of Theorem 4.3. Lemma D. 1 contains the proof  for ~-~u, F--'w, ~--'r, and ~-,M. So 
only positive and negative Redact ion are missing. Let Pi ~-'N P2 or Pi ~-~P 2- 
Further,  let Fl = lfp(Tp~) and F2 : l fp( /~) .  We show that then Fi ~--~ F: resp. 
Fi ~--~, F2. The intuitive reason is that negative body literals are attached to every 
condit ional fact which is derived using the rule directly or indirectly. So instead of 
evaluating it to true or false before the derivation of implied condit ional facts, we can 
also evaluate it later in every resulting condit ional fact. 
1~ Let PI ~,,v ~ and let ,c/,--  .~ A not ~'; be the rule deleted because there is a dis- 
junctive fact .~'  ,-- true in P~ with .~/' C_ .~t. It is easy to show by induction on the 
number i of derivation steps that every condit ional fact .~ / " , - -not  ~6" in 
Tel ~ i -Tp,_  T i also satisfies ~/'C_ :~". On the other hand, we obviously have 
Tin. ~ i C Tp, "[ i. Therefore F! ~-~. F,. 
2. Let P~ ~-~t, P., and let not C be the negative literal evaluated to true It is easy to 
show by induction on the number i of  derivation steps that for every condit ional fact 
~/j  ,--- not :~l in Tp, T i, either .~/t ~ not ~ l  or .¢/~ ,-- not(:6'l - {C}) or both appear 
in T~ T i. Vice versa, for every condit ional fact ,~/_, -- not :~,_ in T~ T i, either itself or 
.e/2 ~-- not (~ 0 {C}) or both appear in Tp. T i. Therefore Fi ~-~, F_~. 
Now Lemma 3.3 yields res(F i  ) = res(F,_), and therefore res(Pi ) ---= res(P,_). [] 
Proof  o f  Lemma 4.3. We show that for all ground programs PI Halt P2 and 
consistent interpretations /, if I is a normal model of  P2 then it is also a normal 
model of Pl. 
I. El imination of tautologies and el imination of non-minimal rules and weak un- 
folding do not change the set of models, and unfolding does not change the set of  
minimal models by Lemma 4.2. Furthermore,  these transformations never introduce 
new head iiterals, so the condit ion that atoms not occurring in the head must be in- 
terpreted as false can only become stronger (thus, if it is satisfied for P,, it is auto- 
maticaily satisfied for Pt). Finally, disjunctive facts are only deleted if there still is 
a stronger disjunctive fact. 
2. Now let us consider positive reduction and let not C be the negative body literal 
deleted from the rule t~ ~-- :P3 A not c6:. Positive reduction makes the rule stronger, so 
1 is certainly a model of  P~. Since C does not occur in any rule head in P~, we also 
have C q~ heads(P,)  and thus I ~ not C. But then, if there were a smaller model I0 
of  P~. it would also satisfy Io ~ not C, and thus it would also be a model of P2 con- 
tradicting the assumed minimality of  I. 
As the above transformations,  positive reduction can make the addit ional restric- 
tions on the interpretation of  negative literals only stronger. 
2. Finally, suppose that P_, results form negative reduction and let :~t ~- .~ A not 
be the rule deleted because there was a disjunctive fact ~/'  ,-- trite in P, with ~ '  C_ 4'. 
Since I is a normal model of  P_,, and ~/'  c_ 9; is also contained in P_,, we know that I 
must make the negation of one of  the atoms in .~/' false, and thus I is automatical ly a 
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model of  Pl. Furthermore,  since P, c Pi, any smaller model of  Pt would also be a 
model o f  P2 contradict ing the minimal i ty o f  I. Finally, by removing a rule (with 
non-empty body), the addit ional  restrictions can only become stronger. 
B3, Corol lary 4.2, we have ground(P) ~--** antes (P). Thus, we can show by induct ion on 
the length of  the derivation that I is also a normal  model of  ground(P) (and thus P), 
where the above result is the inductive step. [] 
Proof  o f  Theorem 4.4. We show that i f  Q E D-WFS(P) ,  then P tJ D-WFS(P)  F/Q. We 
do this by construct ing a normal  model I of  res(P) with I ~ Q. 
I. Let Q be a dis junction of  negative ground literals: not A i V . . .  V not A,.  Since 
Q ~ D-WFS(P) ,  every A; aFpears i,t a rule head in res(P). Let I0 be the fol lowing in- 
terpretation: 
• Io ~ not A iff .4 ~ heads(res(P)), 
• I0 ~ A iff A ~ heads(res(P)). 
Obviously, I0 is a model of  res(P). Let I be a minimal rne~iel of  res(P) which is smal- 
ler than (or equal to) I. Then 1 is a normal  model of  res(P), so by Lemma 4.3 it is a 
model of  P. By construction, it is a model of  D-WFS(P) .  Furthermore,  1 [A not A~ for 
i = I . . . .  , n, since ~4, E heads(rex(P)). 
2. Let Q be a disjunction of  positive ground literals. Since Q ~ D-WFS(P) ,  there is 
no disjunctive fact ,~ ,-- true in res(P) with ,e,e' C Q. Let I0 be the fol lowing interpr- 
etation: 
• Io ~ not A iff A ff heads(res(P)), 
• I0 ~ A iff A E heads(res(P)) - Q. 
Since all negative body literals are false in this interpretat ion, and query is not  sub- 
sumed by a disjunctive fact, this interpretat ion is obviously a model of  res(P). Let I 
be again a smaller minimal model of  res(P). Since already I0 ~ Q, of  course also 
I [~ Q. By construct ion,  it is also clear that 1 is a normal  model o f  res(P), and thus 
a model of  P. Furthermore,  it obviously satisfies D-WFS(P) .  [] 
Proof  o f  Theorem 5.1. 
1. The alternating fixpoint construct ion of  the well- founded il:odel [58], immedi- 
ately shows that the well-founded semantics has the prope, rty that it looks only at the 
minimal models and not at the syntax of  the rules (each appl icat ion o f  the fundamen-  
tal Se-operator  in Ref. [58] constructs one minimal model for a specific interpretat- 
ion o f  the negative literals). So Theorem 4.2 becomes applicable and shows that WFS 
allows unfolding, el imination of  tautologies, and el imination of  non-minimal  rules 
(plus weak unfolding by Lemma 2.1 ). 
2o Let us show that the well-founded semantics allows posit.ire reduction. Let 
P, ~--~t, P_, and let not C be the negative literal evaluated to. true because C appears 
in no rule head. Note that for any interpretat ion I satisfying I ~ not C, we have: 
I is a minimal model of  P! ~ I is a minimai model o f  P_,. 
We prove that any set of  negative ground hZerals 1-, such that the minimal model o f  
P~ with this interpretat ion o f the negative iiterals is consistent, satisfies the following: 
/ -  is a f ixpoint of  Av, ¢=~ I -  is a f ixpoint o f  A~, 
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where A is the alternat ing fixpoint operator  defined in Ref. [58]. O f  course, this im- 
plies that the least f ixpoints agree (the con~:istency requirement is known to hold for 
the least fixpoint, i.e. the well- founded model). 
So suppose that I -  is a f ixpoint of  Ae~. Since C does not appear in any rule head, 
already the first iteration of  Ae, makes not C true, so it is certainly contained in 1-. 
But for such interpretat ions of the negative literals, P~ and P2 have identical minimal 
models. Therefore, Sp, ( I - )  = Sp_. ( I - ) .  By the consistency requirement, Sp, ( I - )  does 
not contain C, so the minimal models considered in the next appl icat ion of  Sp~ 
and Se_. are again identical. Thus, Ap_, ( I - )  = Ae~ ( I - )  = I - ,  i.e. I -  is also a fixpoint 
of  Ap,. 
The opposite direction, " I -  is a fixpoint of  A& ~ I -  is a fixpoint of  Ap, "', is shown 
analogously.  
3. The proof  for negative reduction is very similar. Note that negative reduction is 
simpler in the non-disjunctive case than in the general case, since it suffices to con- 
sider a single negative literal not C. Again, minimal models agree if they only interp- 
ret the not C as false. 
Proof  of  the Theorem 5.2. Since the WFS al lows our t ransformat ions (Theorem 5. I ), 
we can conclude from Corol lary 4.3 that the well-founded model of  the residual 
program is equal to the well- founded model of  the original program (for this result 
see also Ref. [!]). Note that our t ransformat ions never introduce new disjunctions, so 
it is no problem that WFS is only defined on non-dis junct ive programs. 
Let us write D-WFS '  for the set of  ground literals contained in D-WFS.  
Because of  the special form of the residual program, it is easy to show 
D-WFS '  (res(P)) = WFS( res (P ) ) :  
1. The direction C_ is obvious: any fixpoint I of  Ar,,.~(e) must contain all not A, 
where ,4 q[heads(res(P)).  Furthermore,  S,,, , , ,)( l -)  certainly contains all atoms A 
which are facts in res(P).  
2. In order to prove that the well-founded semantics makes all other ground at- 
oms A undefined, we show that l -  := {not A 1.4 f[ heads(res(P))} is a lready a fix- 
point of  A,,~tp~ (and then it is certainly the least). 
Sr,,~e~ ( I - )  contains only the atoms, which are given as facts in res(P). But then the 
negations of  all other atoms are assumed and this al lows us to derive all atoms in 
heads(res(P)).  Tak ing the complement gives us again I~. 
So we have for all non-dis junct ive programs P: WFS(P)---- -WFS(res(P))---  
D-WFS ' ( res (P ) )  = D-WFS ' (P ) .  [] 
Proof  of  Theorem 5.3. 
i. The stable model semantics looks only at minimal models: it s imply selects 
those among the minimal  models which are total and consistent (i.e. "2-valued").  
So Theorem 4.2 becomes appl icable and shows that STABLE allows unfolding, elim- 
inat ion of  tautologies, and el imination of non-minimal  rules (plus weak unfolding by 
Lemma 2. I). We have proven these properties already in Ref. [5]. Unfo ld ing was in- 
dependent ly  establ ished in Ref. [57]. 
2. Positive reduction: let PI ~-~p P_, and let not C be the negative literal evaluated to 
true. 
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Let I be a stable mode l  o f  P~. Since C occurs  in no  rule head,  I ~ not  C, and thus 
is also a mode l  o f  P,. There  can be no smal ler  mode l ,  since every mode l  o f  P2 is a lso a 
mode l  o f  Pi and  I was  assumed to be stable and  thus min imal .  
Converse ly ,  let I be a stable mode l  o f  P2. It is c lear  that  I is also a mode l  o f  Pl. 
Fur thermore ,  i ~ not C, so if there were a smal ler  mode l  10 o f  Pi, this wou ld  also 
be a mode l  o f  P,_, cont rad ic t ing  again  the min imal i ty  o f  I. 
3. Negat ive  reduct ion :  let PI ~--~x P_- and  let .e/+-- .~ A not r¢. be the rule wh ich  was 
de leted because o f  the fact .~-/' ~ true with .~-,/' c .r-/. 
Let I be a stable mode l  o f  P~. Since P_, c_ Pi, I is also a mode l  of/:'_,, i f  there were  a 
smal ler  mode l  1~ o f  ~ ,  this wou ld  also be a mode l  o f  Pi s ince I ~ not (6 ~ and thus  
Io ~ not (¢;. This  wou ld  cont rad ic t  the assumed min imal i ty  o f  I. 
Let I be a st~}ble mode l  ofF' , .  Then  I ~ not c¢/, thus I is also a mode l  o f  P,. I f there  
were a smal ler  mode l /0 ,  this wou ld  also be a mode l  o f  P, (since P, _C Pt ), cont rad ic t -  
ing again  the min imal i ty  o f / .  [] 
P roo f  of  the Theorem 5.4. G iven  a posi t ive program P, posit ive and  negat ive  
Reduct ion  are obv ious ly  not  needed in the const ruct ion  o f  the residoai  p rogram,  so it 
can be reached by unfo!d ing,  weak  unfo ld ing,  e l iminat ion  o f  tauto log ies  and  
e l iminat ion  o f  nonmin imal  rules. These  t rans format ions  do  not  change the set o f  
min imal  mode ls  and  therefore  they do  not  change the negat ive  l iterals assumed by 
the GCWA.  So it ,~uffices to cons ider  res idual  p rograms which  in this case are sets o f  
min imal  posit ive d is junct ions.  
I. Let not  ` 4 E D-WFS(P) .  The  D-WFS assumes not A only  ifA does not  appear  in 
res(P) .  Then  ,4 is o f  course  false in all m in imal  models ,  and  thus the GCWA assumes  
not A. 
2. Let m)t A (D-WFS(P) .  Then  A appears  in a d is junct ion  in res (P ) ,  say 
A V AE V • • • V A , .  Let 1 be the in terpretat ion  wh ich  makes  Ai . . . . .  A,, false, and  all 
o ther  a toms true. Since ,4 v A, V . . .  V A,, is a m;n imal  d is junct ion ,  I is a mode l  o f  
res(P) .  Now let/~) be a smal ler  min imal  mode l .  S ince A must  be t rue in Io, not A can-  
not  be assumed by the GCWA.  [] 
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